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QABSTRACT
/0 /°
The two dimensional equations of motion for a point mass vehicle
are derived in the circular earth coordinate system. The two coordinates
utilized are the total velocity vector and the flight path angle referenced
to the local horizon. Equations for the load factor and equilibrium
stagnation temperature on a flight vehicle are derived. The solution of
these equations to obtain temperature limited and load factor limited
abort flight corridors is discussed in detail. A FORTRAN IV computer
program was written to solve the equations of motion and flight path
equations to obtain the abort flight corridors. //_n/
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INTRODUC TION
The reusable orbital transport vehicle considered in this report
is an arbitrary winged vehicle capable of basic aerodynamic maneuvers.
The assumption was made that the vehicle's angle of attack could be
changed to either increase or decrease the resultant aerodynamic coef-
ficient on a given abort re-entry. This capability is called aerodynamic
modulation and is utilized to obtain the widest flight corridor for a given
vehicle.
The objective of this analysis is to calculate and present abort
flight corridors for typical reusable orbital transport vehicles of ad-
vanced design. These flight corridors are lines of constant flight path
angle on altitude-velocity plots. A separate plot for ascent and descent
flight is presented to avoid confusion in attempting to interpret the infor-
mation on each graph.
The abort flight corridor is calculated from numerous flight paths
that originate on either the temperature restriction or the load factor
restriction at that particular altitude. After the desired number of flight
paths have been calculated, each flight path is searched for the desired
flight path angles from zero to eighty-five degrees. These points are
plotted on an altitude-velocity plot and lines of constant flight path angle
are drawn. The resulting plot is the flight corridor through which a
vehicle with the specified vehicle parameters and flight path angle could
abort without exceeding the vehicle limitations. The procedure and
theory necessary for the calculation of the flight paths are discussed in
detail in this report.
The parameters required for the abort flight corridor calculations
are maximum lift to drag ratio, wing loading, maximum equilibrium
stagnation temperature, maximum load factor, and propellant dumping
rate. Three typical values of each variable were chosen to limit both
the computer time necessary for the calculation of the flight corridors
and the number of graphs necessary for presentation of the flight cor-
ridors. Flight corridors for Z43 cases were calculated and 15 typical
cases are presented in this report to show the effect of each variable on
the abort flight corridor.
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. C. M.
Akridge of the Advanced Studies Office, P&VE Laboratory, George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center in setting the requirements for the tempera-
ture limited starting points and in suggesting the iteration scheme for the
acceleration limited starting point angle and flight path angle.
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ANALYSIS
Derivation of Equations of Motion
The sign convention and coordinate system used in this derivation
are shown in Figure 3. The assumption of a nonrotating circular earth is
made for simplicity in the derivation of the equations of motion and will
impose only a negligible restriction. This restriction is justified since
the radius of the earth is several orders of magnitude greater than the
altitude of the vehicle above the earth's surface. The equations of motion
for V, _, and H are derived in the following paragraphs.
A summation of forces in the "x" and "y" directions are
respectively
m Vx = - L sin _ - D cos _b -m g sin _ (I)
m Vy = L cos _ - D sin _ - mg sin _ (2)
The substitution _ = _ - _ was made to simplify the above equations•
Taking the derivative of Vx and Vy from the trigometric definition
of these variables as shown in Figure 3,
</x = V cos ¢ - V _ sin _ (3)
Vy = V sine+ V % cos ¢ (4)
Equating the above to Equations 1 and 2,
- L sin _b - D cos _ - mg sine = m (_r cos _b - V _ sin _) (5)
L cos _b - D sin _ -mg cos ¢ = m (<r sin _+ V _bcos _) . (6)
Solving Equations 5 and 6 simultaneously for V and using the trigometric
identity for the sine of the sum of two angles,
_= D
-- - g sin ¥ . (7)
m
This is the first equation of motion for the rate of change of the total
velocity.
Local
Horizon
¢
¥ -¢--4
L
Earth' s
Surface
mg
H
¢
Figure 3. Sign Convention and Coordinate System for
Equations of Motion
V
The desired equation of motion for ¥ may be derived by solving
]Equations 5 and 6 in a similar manner, however, first consider that
¢ = y -, (8a)
Or
y = _ + ; • {8b)
A simple expression for qb may be obtained from Figure 3 by examination
as
V
=- cos ¥ . (9)
r
o
Solving Equations 5 and 6 simultaneously for _,
is obtained:
the following equation
1 L - mg - (10)
- mV \cos _ cos qJ
Simplifying Equation 10 and substituting into Equation 8b, the second
equation of motion is obtained as
, v)y =_ - - cos y . (11)mV
This is the equation for the rate of change of the flight path angle.
The third and final equation of motion may be written from
inspection of Figure 3 as
H = V sin y . (1E)
This equation defines the rate of change of altitude with respect to time.
The equations of motion were derived in these coordinates because
they were most suitable for the calculation and presentation of the flight
corridors. A different coordinate system may be more adaptable to
specific problems, and each analyst may choose to derive the equations
of motion in a different coordinate system.
The equations of motion as derived in this report are repeated
below for convenience.
Velocity
%r= D
---- gsiny
m
(7)
Flight Path Angle
mV cos ¥ (11)
Altitude
o
H = V sin ¥ (12)
Derivation of Flight Path Equations
As discussed previously, the flight path variables are load factor,
equilibrium stagnation temperature, flight path angle, and angle of attack.
The flight path angle is calculated from the rate of change of the flight
path angle integrated over some time interval and the previous value for the
flight path angle. Hence, once the value of the flight path angle at the
starting point has been calculated, only Equation 11 is required for the
computation of ¥. For this reason, no additional equations for the flight
path angle will be derived. The equations necessary for the calculation of
the angle of attack will be discussed with the starting point calculations and
modulated aerodynamic requirements. The derivation of the equations for
the equilibrium stagnation temperature and load factor will now be discussed.
Several theories for the calculation of equilibrium stagnation
heating rates are available in the current state-of-the-art literature.
Since the final objective of this investigation is the presentation of flight
corridors in the form of working graphs, a simple empirical equation is
obviously desired. The equation chosen should have the form
10
qs - 1_ • (13)
Rs_
Numerous values for the constant "C" and the exponents "P" and "n" have
been published for special flow conditions such as laminar or turbulent
flow. For the general hypersonic flight case, the following empirical
formula has been found to agree well with the limited experimental data
available.
l
, oooqs - 1 Btu/ft z - sec . (14)
Rs _ Ps
The radiation heat loss from a re-entry flight vehicle is given by
qrad = E. Tw 4 . (15)
This heat loss is equal to the stagnation heating rate when the equilibrium
stagnation temperature is attained. Setting Equation 14 equal to Equation 15
and solving for the equilibrium stagnation temperature, the resulting
equation is obtained:
I I
• E 000/ f ]"
c _Rs z
Equation 16 may be simplified to
(16)
1
This is the desired equation for the equilibrium stagnation temperature on
a hypersonic flight vehicle.
The equation for the load factor or acceleration felt by a passenger
in the flight vehicle will be derived in a similar manner as was utilized in
the derivation of the equations of motion. A summation of forces will be
made in both the "x" and "y" directions according to Newton's second law.
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These summations are given by Equations 1 and 2 respectively. The total
acceleration is given by
1 Fy'a=m (Fx a+ 118)
m
Substituting Equations 1 and 2 into Equation 18 and performing the
indicated mathematical operations, the following equation is obtained for
the total acceleration:
1
1 D 2 m 2 2a =-- [L z+ + g + Z L m g (- cos y) + 2 D m g sin y]a (19)
rn
Some simplification of the equation above is desirable. The necessary
simplifying substitutions and operations in the following equations are
made without explanations since each should be obvious after examination.
!
a = + m 2 + m + 2Dgm sin (20)
a -- [(-kY(sin z y + cos z y) + (sin z Y +c°s z y) + g2 _ ZLg cos ym
±
y cos y +--_KD sin y cos y[a
2Dgm sin Y ZmLD2 sin m z A
a _-
(21)
!
- g +-- cos y --- sin y + cos y +-- siny (22)
m m m
The resultant acceleration that is experienced by a pilot or instrument
package, i.e., the acceleration due to lift and drag forces only, is
1
G = L _ __D sin y + cos y +-- sin y (23)
" m , nl
Equation 23 would be more useful if only dimensionless aero-
dynamic terms such as L/D appeared. Making several more simplifcations
to obtain a more useful expression for Equation 23,
1Z
or
o_ocosy[(L _ ( L _]_m -_ + tan¥ + 1 +_ tan y (2.4)
v2 [( / ( _]C D A p cos y L z L zG = 2m -D + tan y + 1 +_ tan y (25)
The load factor is an important parameter in a re-entry analysis.
The definition of the load factor is
G
N =- . (26)
go
Substituting Equation 25 into Equation 26 and making one simplifying
assumption for the lift to drag ratio, the following equation is obtained:
_o_v_co_[(_ /_( _ ;]_N = 2mg 0 -'_D + tan y + 1 +_DD tan y (27)
This is the general equation for the load factor that is more useful in
aerodynamic re- entry applications.
For the particular case of small flight path angles, i. e., y - 0,
Equation 27 will simplify to
N = 2rag0 \CD/ (28)
The necessity of high-speed digital or analog computers is evident for the
solution of the aerodynamic re-entry problems of today. For this reason,
the additional complexity of Equation 27 is justified and this equation will
be used in the remainder of this text.
The significant equations derived in this section are listed below
for convenience:
13
Equilibrium Stagnation Temperature
1
T w -
R s I/s
(17)
Load Factor
1
N : Z m g o -'_DD + tan y + 1 +_D tan ¥ (Z7)
Requirements for Starting Point Calculations
Two independent sets of requirements for the starting point
calculations are necessary since the flight corridor is temperature
limited during one portion and acceleration or load factor limited for the
other portion of the flight corridor. One set of requirements is necessary
for the acceleration limited starting points and the other set is required
for the temperature restricted starting points. The typical relationship
of the temperature-limited and acceleration-limited starting points is
shown in Figure 4. The starting point at any altitude is defined as
that point, either acceleration limited or temperature limited, which has
the smaller velocity.
The acceleration limited starting point velocity is a function of
altitude, flight path angle, the maximum acceleration limit, the aero-
dynamic coefficients C D and CL, and the vehicle wing loading. The flight
path angle and angle of attack are the only variables that are unknown for
a given vehicle at a known altitude. The flight path angle at the starting
point must be such that the vehicle will not exceed the acceleration limit
at the next point on the flight path. The equation for the calculation of the
flight path angle that will satisfy this requirement is derived in the next
section. The optimum acceleration limit at a given altitude is the one
that will yield the widest flight corridor. The dependence of the
14
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Velocity
Typical Relationship of the Temperature-Limited and
Acceleration-Limited Starting Point Lines
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acceleration-limited starting point on the angle of attack is shown in
Figure 5. The results presented in this figure will be justified by logic
and not by a derivation of equations. At a given altitude and flight path
angle, Equation Z7 indicates that the load factor is
N _ C D VZf . (29)
The maximum velocity at any altitude without exceeding limits is desired in
order to obtain the widest flight corridor. Solving Equation 29 for the velocity
I
I iV _ CD f (CL/CD) . (30)
Thus, the maximum velocity is calculated by using the minimum values
for C D and CL/C D. Since the aerodynamic coefficients C L and C D for
typical vehicles are proportional to the angle of attack, the maximum
velocity at a given altitude is calculated at a zero angle of attack. This
could be presented in another manner by considering that for a constant
velocity, the limiting load factor with the zero angle of attack is obtained
at an altitude lower than the altitude for a nonzero angle of attack. The
minimum altitude yields the largest flight corridor, hence the desired
angle of attack for the load factor limited starting point is zero degrees.
The temperature restricted starting point is a function of velocity
and altitude. The aerodynamic coefficients and flight path angle are not
variables in the equilibrium stagnation temperature calculations {see
Equation 17), but a dependent relationship does exist between the equilibrium
stagnation temperature and these variables. The flight path angle and angle
of attack at the starting point must be such that the next point calculated on
any flight path will lie above the loci of all starting points. It will be seen
in the next section that the flight path angle is a function of the angle of
attack. The question to consider now is "What value should be used for
the angle of attack in this calculation?" The correct angle of attack is
that value which will yield the maximum acceleration. It is necessary to
16
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Figure 5. Typical Acceleration Restrictions for Different
Angles of Attack
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maintain the maximum acceleration to provide continuity in the flight
corridor curves. If Figures 4 and 5 are examined, it will be observed
that the angle of attack is zero at the starting point of any flight path initiated
on the acceleration-limited starting point line. At the intersection of the
temperature-limited and acceleration-limited starting point lines, the
angle of attack must be zero. As the temperature-restricted starting point
altitude is increased, the value of the angle of attack at the starting point
increases to the maximum value in order to maintain the maximum acceler-
ation limit. This phenomena is displayed in Figure 6. After the maximum
angle of attack is attained in order to maintain the maximum acceleration
on the temperature-limited starting point line, all flight paths that origi-
nate to the right of this point will never reach the maximum acceleration.
The temperature-limited starting point line is terminated when the rate of
change in the flight path angle is negative. This restriction is required
because the vehicle starting from this point will never reach a higher
altitude. In other words, this point on the starting point line will actually
be the apogee of the flight path originating at this point.
Derivation of Starting Point Equations
The equations for the calculation of the acceleration limit will be
considered first. At any given altitude, the velocity for the acceleration
limit may be calculated from Equation 27. If this equation is solved for
the velocity, the following will be obtained.
I{2 m goN C___L CL -½V = C D A p cos y - CD + tan x{ + 1 +-_D tan ¥ (31)
One will notice that CD, CL, and _ are unknowns in this equation. Since
CD and C L are inde_endent of ¥ and no dependent relation of either as
functions of velocity are possible, two iteration techniques are required
to solve Equation 31. One iteration is required for the flight path angle
18
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and the other is an iteration for the velocity in order to calculate the
aerodynamic coefficients C L and C D.
Assume initially that the flight path angle is very small and
tan y = 0, then Equation 31 will simplify to
1
v cDAp (32)
Since the aerodynamic coefficients CD and C L are functions of velocity,
they must be evaluated at some assumed velocity initially. When these
coefficients are substituted into Equation 32, a "first guess" velocity may
be calculated. If a computer is available, Equation 31 may be used instead
of Equation 32 to avoid the additional computer program controls neces-
sary.
A different technique must be derived to calculate a flight path
angle at the starting point. This technique was obtained by writing the
total derivative of the velocity as
dV dV dH dV
- V sin y (33)
dt dH dt dH
Equations 33 and 7 are different expressions for the rate of change of
velocity. Equating these and solving for the flight path angle ¥
sin "_ = - _ g + dV/dH . V
or
y = sin-i _ C D A p 1
2 m g + dV/dH • V
(35)
It is recommended that the following iteration procedure be
utilized for the calculation of the velocity and flight path angle on the
acceleration limit.
2O
QI. Assume _( = 0.
2. Assume some velocity and calculate the aerodynamic
coefficients C D and C L at an angle of attack equal to zero
degrees.
3. Calculate a velocity from Equation 31 at the desired altitude.
4. Calculate another velocity from Equation 31 at the desired
altitude plus a small incremental altitude.
5. Calculate dV/dH from the definition of a derivative using the
velocities calculated in steps 3 and 4 above.
6. Calculate a flight path angle from Equation 35.
7. Calculate new aerodynamic coefficients C D and C L at an
angle of attack equal to zero using the velocity calculated in
step 3.
8. Continue steps 3 through 6 until the desired accuracy on both
velocity and flight path angle are obtained.
The technique discussed above is usually sufficient to obtain the desired
accuracy for the flight path angle and velocity at any altitude. However,
several possible difficulties should be discussed.
If the tolerance on the flight path angle is chosen too small, some
oscillation may occur at higher altitudes with particular combinations of
vehicle and flight path parameters. For this reason, several test cases
should be calculated when small tolerances on the flight path angle are
desired. A maximum number of iterations could also be considered if
some warning message were printed to inform the program user that the
desired accuracy had not been obtained. In addition to the possible oscil-
lations, the small tolerance on the flight path angle increases the time
required to complete the starting point calculation greatly.
21
The procedure for the temperature restricted starting point
calculation is similar to that for the acceleration restricted starting
point. This calculation is simpler since the equilibrium stagnation
temperature is independent of both the flight path angle and the aerodynamic
coefficients CD and C L. The velocity on the temperature restricted
starting point at any altitude may be calculated from the equation for the
equilibrium stagnation temperature, Equation 17. Solving Equation 17
for the velocity,
Tw Rs 1/s 14/3V=V c ---
(17, O00/E o-)¼ (P/Ps) 1/8
(36)
The parameters in Equation 36 are either constant or functions of altitude.
Tw, _, ¢, and Ps are constant for any given case and the circular orbit
velocity and local density are functions of altitude. The circular orbit
velocity V c is defined as
1
V c = [g • (R + H)]a (37)
Hence, knowing the maximum temperature and the altitude, the temper-
ature restricted velocity may be calculated from Equation 36 without
iteration.
The starting point flight path angle on the temperature restriction
is calculated in a similar manner as was utilized for the calculation of the
flight path angle on the acceleration limited starting point. Thus,
Equation 35 may be solved for the temperature restricted starting point
flight path angle if dV/dH is evaluated using the temperature restricted
velocity calculated from Equation 36 at two different altitudes. Once
again, an iteration technique is necessary before the appropriate solution
can be. obtained.
g2
The aerodynamic drag coefficient C D appearing in Equation 35 is
a function of angle of attack. As discussed previously, the angle of attack
must be incremented from zero at the intersection of the line of the accele-
ration limited starting points and the line of the temperature limited starting
points to the maximum angle of attack in order to maintain the maximum
load factor as long as possible. The load factor is a function of both the
angle of attack and the flight path angle. Unfortunately, an equation for
the appropriate angle of attack at any arbitrary point of the temperature
limited starting points cannot be derived because an insufficient number of
independent variables exist.
It is recommended that the following iteration technique be utilized
for the calculation of the flight path angle on the temperature limit.
I. Calculate the temperature restricted velocity at the desired
altitude from Equation 36.
2. Calculate the temperature restricted velocity at the desired
altitude plus a small incremental altitude from Equation 36.
3. Calculate dV/dH from the definition of a derivative using the
velocities calculated in steps I and 2.
4. Assume an angle of attack of zero degrees.
5. Calculate the aerodynamic drag coefficient C D.
6. Calculate the flight path angle using Equation 35.
7. Calculate the load factor using Equation g7.
8. If the load factor calculated in step 7 is less than the maximum
load factor, increase the angle of attack by some small increment.
9. Continue steps 6 through 8 until either the maximum angle of
attack or the maximum load factor is obtained.
This iteration technique has been tested at all altitudes and no oscillations
or problems were encountered. The solution for the flight path angle
utilizing this technique was quite rapid at all altitudes.
23
DISCUSSION
Assumptions Necessary to Remain Within Starting Point Restrictions
The assumptions necessary to remain within the starting point
restrictions are of sufficient importance to justify repeating again before
the modulation for the flight path is considered. The starting point limi-
tations are either temperature or acceleration restricted. The acceleration-
restricted case will be considered first.
The line of the acceleration restricted starting points is that region
of the flight corridor where all flight paths are restricted due to exceeding
the maximum design load factor. These starting points are calculated for
a zero angle of attack because the widest flight corridor at any altitude in
this region will be obtained. As shown previously in Figure 5, a smaller
flight corridor would be obtained if a larger angle of attack were assumed
at the starting point. The temperature at the acceleration-restricted
starting point is less than the maximum permissible equilibrium stagnation
temperature and is calculated only for information.
The line of the temperature-lin_ited starting points is that region of
the flight corridor where all flight paths are restricted due to exceeding the
maximum equilibrium stagnation temperature. Unlike the acceleration-
linlited starting points, the angle of attack increases from zero at the inter-
section of the acceleration-limited starting point line and the temperature-
limited starting point line to the maximum angle of attack near the high-
velocity end of the temperature-limited starting point line. The angle of
attack must be increased appropriately to maintain the maximum permissible
load factor as long as possible. This requirement is necessary to provide a
continuity in the curves of constant flight path angle in the transition from
load factor-limited to temperature-limited starting points. Another reason
for this increase in angle of attack is to insure that the flight path will lie
within the flight corridor and not below the line of ten_perature-limited
starting points, i.e., exceed the temperature limitation. Experience has
25
shown that the temperature limited flight path must have an initial angle
of attack because the time required to increase the angle of attack from
zero to that value required to maintain the maximum load factor is such
that the vehicle will have exceeded the temperature limit. At the higher
altitudes, it is possible to continue the calculations after the maxinlum
angle of attack has been attained. In the computer program, the calcu-
lations are continued until the first derivative of the flight path angle with
respect to time is negative. At this time, the calculations are terminated
because the vehicle can never attain an altitude higher than this starting
point altitude.
Procedure for the Flight Path Calculations
The derivation of the equations for the starting point calculations
has been discussed in detail in the previous sections. Different equations
were necessary for the temperature limited points and the acceleration
limited points. Using the theory presented previously, the line of the
starting points can be calculated for any altitude. The starting point
equations were derived with the condition that the flight path is tangent to
the starting line at that particular altitude. In order for the flight paths to
be more general, it is necessary to integrate the equations of motion over
negative time increments. The vehicle then "backs up" the flight path to
the apogee in the reverse manner that an actual abort re-entry flight would
be accomplished. Another reason for solving the equations of motion in
this manner is that the starting point line will also represent the line of
constant vehicle mass when propellant dumping rates are included in the
analysis. As the vehicle is flown away from this point using the negative
tilne increments, the vehicle actually becomes heavier due to the product
of the negative time increment times the propellant dunlping rate. The
apogee is a function of the propellant dun_ping rate, and the utilization of
the negative time increment in the flight path calculations was the only
feasible procedure that could be followed. The requirements and associated
26
I theory for the modulated aerodynamics on each portion of the flight path
are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
The schematic of the requirements of an acceleration limited
flight path is shown in Figure 7. The specific requirements of each point
or portion of the flight path between points is discussed in detail.
Point I: (Starting Point)
I The starting point is calculated utilizing the theory described
previously. The basic requirements are
_=0
C D = CD_= 0 = CDo
C L = CL_=0 = 0
C R = CRy=0 = CDo
Tw : Twma x
N : Nma x
The starting point requirements are discussed in detail in another section
of this report and therefore are not repeated here.
Section i-2:
This portion of the flight path is the only portion where the pilot
or crew experiences a constant acceleration. The angle of attack is
increased from zero degrees to the maximum angle of attack at the
appropriate rate to maintain the constant acceleration. With some
extreme con_binations of vehicle parameters, the maximum rate of in-
crease in the angle of attack may be less than the required rate to maintain
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the maximum load factor during this portion of the flight path. If this
occurs, the constant maximum load factor will not be maintained.
Point 2 :
This point on the flight path is defined as that point at which the
maximum angle of attack has been attained. The resultant aerodynamic
coefficient is also a maximum, and the equilibrium stagnation temperature
is less than the maximum temperature. The acceleration is equal to or
less than the maximum acceleration. These characteristics are sum-
marized below:
= _max
C R = CRamax
T w < Twma x
N<N
max
Section 2-3:
This section of the flight path is a continuation of the flight path
from point Z with the same value of the aerodynamic parameters. For
this reason, they will not be repeated here.
Point 3:
Point 3 is defined as that point on the flight path near the apogee
where the angle of attack must be decreased at the maximum rate to
obtain a zero angle of attack at the apogee. The time, TZ, to decrease
the angle of attack from the maximum angle of attack to zero at the
maximum rate is calculated. This time is compared to the time, T I, for
the flight path angle to decrease from the existing value to zero at the
current value for the rate of change in the flight path angle. If TI and Tz
are equal or Tz > 71, point 3 has been attained. This check has been
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found to work satisfactorily with the different combinations of data pre-
sented in this report. The angle of attack and flight path angle reached
zero within one second of flight path time.
Section 3-4:
This portion of the flight path is that part during which the angle
of attack is decreased from the maximum angle of attack to zero at the
maximum rate of change in angle of attack. If the zero angle of attack
is attained before apogee, the flight path is continued at a zero angle of
attack until apogee is attained.
Point 4 :
Point 4 is defined as that point on the flight path where the apogee
is attained.
Section 4-5:
This part of the flight path is calculated with a zero angle of
attack, i.e., a minimum drag ballistic trajectory from apogee to a
limitation. The limitation for this portion of the flight path will be either
a temperature limit, an acceleration limit, or a circular orbit velocity
limitation.
The descent flight corridor is calculated utilizing the portion of
the flight path from "i" to "4". The ascent flight corridor utilizes the
flight path from "4" - "5". The complete ascent and descent flight cor-
ridor is plotted from the flight path angles calculated during th_ appropriate
portion of all the flight paths calculated.
The schematic of a typical temperature limited flight path is
shown in Figure 8. The same major numbering system with primes
added was utilized for comparison with the accel_ration limited flight
paths. Each significant portion of the flight path is discussed in detail.
3O
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Point 1 ':
Point 1' is the starting point on the temperature limited flight path.
These requirements have been derived in detail in the previous section and
are not repeated here.
Section I' - 2':
This is the portion of the flight path during which the angle of
attack is incremented to maintain the maximum acceleration. When the
maximum angle of attack has been attained, this point is defined Z'.
Point Z' :
This point is defined as that point on the flight path where the
maximum angle of attack is first attained. This point compares to
point 2 on the flight paths originating on the acceleration limit.
The remainder of the flight path is the same as was described for
the acceleration limited flight path. Thus, the acceleration limited and
temperature limited flight paths follow the same logic with the exception
of the starting point calculation. Since the same logic is used for both
types of flight paths, the logic for the starting point calculations in the
computer program is the only duplication required for the flight path
calculations.
Several general comments will be made about the nature of the
flight paths. The acceleration limited flight paths must begin on the
acceleration limited starting point line, but they may terminate on either
the acceleration limit or the temperature limit. In extreme combinations
of vehicle parameters, the circular orbit velocity may be exceeded, and
the flight path may be terminated before either the acceleration or temper-
ature limit is encountered at point "5". The temperature limited flight
paths must always start on the temperature limit, and with the particular
combinations of vehicle parameters utilized for this report, they have
always terminated on either the temperature limitation or the circular
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orbit velocity restriction. The significance of the shape of the apogee
line is of sufficient importance to justify the entire next section.
Typical Shape of the Fli_ht Corridor
The typical shape of a flight corridor is presented in Figure 9.
The starting point line is the combination of acceleration limited starting
points and temperature limited starting points. The significance of each
of these has been discussed in previous sections of this report and will
not be repeated here. The configuration of the apogee line has sufficient
importance to be discussed in detail.
The apogee line has three distinct portions. These are the accel-
eration limited, the temperature limited, and the combined temperature
and acceleration limited. The acceleration limited portion could be called
"purely acceleration limited". This curve is the locus of the apogees of
all flight paths that originate on the acceleration limited starting point
line. These flight paths have the initial maximum load factor and this
load factor is maintained until the maximum angle of attack is attained on
the flight path. The temperature at any point on this flight path is less
than the maximum permissible equilibrium stagnation temperature.
The combined temperature and acceleration limited apogee curve
is the locus of the apogees of the flight paths originating on the "lower end"
of the temperature limited starting point line. These flight paths are
those for which the vehicle will experience the maximum load factor as
the angle of attack is increased from the starting point angle of attack to
the maximum angle of attack.
The third distinctive part of the apogee line is the temperature
limited curve. This curve is the locus of the apogees of the flight paths
originating on the "upper end" of the temperature limited starting points.
The acceleration limit is never attained on these flight paths. These
discontinuities of the apogee line are also found on the curves of constant
33
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flight path angle which are plotted to complete the presentation of the
flight corridor. These curves have not been plotted in Figure 9 in order
to preserve the simplicity of this figure.
Determination of Safe Abort Using the Flight Corridor Plots
A typical ascent abort flight corridor is shown in Figure 10.
flight corridor plots may be used to determine if a safe abort, i. e., an
abort without exceeding either a temperature limitation or acceleration
limitation, could be made at a given altitude, velocity, and flight path
angle.
Consider a vehicle in ascent flight at an altitude H and velocity V.
These conditions are represented by "P" on Figure 10. If the pilot of
this vehicle must make an abort, the vehicle flight path angle must be no
greater than 10 degrees above the local horizon at that time. If the flight
path angle is greater than 10 degrees, the vehicle will attain an apogee
above the apogee line for a re-entry flight path that would not exceed
either a temperature limitation or acceleration. The higher apogee
implies that either a load factor limitation or temperature limitation will
be exceeded on the re-entry flight path. If the vehicle has a flight path
angle less than 10 degrees at the time of abort, an apogee lower than the
apogee line will be attained. This will result in less potential energy at
the apogee and less time for flight at aerodynamic drag configuration will
be required on the re-entry flight.
A similar argument exists for the descent abort case and is not
presented in this section.
These
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oAdditional Flight Corridor Obtained by Utilization of Modulated Aerodynamics
The modulation of a vehicle's aerodynamics near the abort limit
(acceleration or temperature limit) is very important because the vehicle
has the maximum drag configuration at this point on the flight path. Since
a wider abort flight corridor is desirable, the effect of aerodynamic modu-
lation on the abort flight corridor was considered. The effect of aerodynamic
modulation from the maximum vehicle drag configuration to the minimum
vehicle drag configuration at the abort limit is shown in Figure II.
A much wider flight corridor is obtained with the aerodynamic modu-
lation. In fact, the abort limit altitude may he lowered considerably. This
effect is not as important at the higher altitudes on the temperature limita-
tion, but is very significant at the lower altitudes on the acceleration limit.
This difference is explained by remembering that the acceleration limited
starting point is calculated for a vehicle in the minimum drag configuration,
i.e., a zero angle of attack. In contrast, the temperature limited starting
point is calculated at the appropriate angle of attack to maintain the maxi-
mum load factor on the temperature limitation as long as possible. When
the maximum angle of attack is attained, the maximum load factor can no
longer be maintained on the temperature limited starting points, and this
restriction is due to excessive temperature only. The point where the
maximum load factor can no longer be maintained at the temperature limited
starting points is represented in Figure ii by the intersection of the temper-
ature limitation with the acceleration limit for the maximum angle of attack.
As seen in the figure, the aerodynamic modulation increases the abort flight
corridor a significant amount. This increase is naturally greater in the
flight corridors for vehicles that are designed for higher load factors. Hence,
to increase the probability of a successful abort, the aerodynamic modulation
near the abort limit is required.
Graphs of several representative cases are presented in Appendix B
to show the additional flight corridor obtained with modulated aerodynamics.
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Effect of Propellant Dumping Rate on the Flight Corridor
The equations of motion and flight path equations that are derived
in this report utilize a constant vehicle mass. In an actual abort condi-
tion where an engine must be shut off before burnout, an excessive propel-
lant situation will exist. In order to obtain the safest landing configuration,
this excess must be jettisoned. The equations derived in this report are
also applicable to nonzero propellant dumping rates if the vehicle mass
variable appearing in these equations is considered as an instantaneous
value. This assumption was made, and variable propellant dumping rates
are considered.
Since numerous flight paths must be calculated to obtain a single
ascent-descent abort flight corridor, some appropriate propellant dumping
rate variable must be utilized that will have a common reference. The
most suitable reference point is the starting point line since this will also
be the locus of the initial times of zero. However, another problem must
also be considered. This is the fact that the locus of the starting points is
actually the "skip" on a given re-entry flight path. In fact, any given abort
flight path may have several skips - each one being on the flight corridor
starting point line. The only reasonable propellant dumping rate variable
that is suitable to the conditions listed above is a ratio of a characteristic
dumping rate divided by the initial vehicle mass at each starting point.
Thus, each point on the apogee loci of the flight corridors for nonzero pro-
pellant dumping rates is calculated for vehicles of different mass. This is
due to the different times required for a vehicle flying on flight paths
starting at different altitudes to reach an apogee.
The initial mass of the vehicle at the starting point is calculated
by multiplying the wing loading by the reference area. The propellant
dumping rate is integrated over the input time interval after the equations
of motion have been integrated.
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The effect of a nonzero propellant dumping rate is shown in
Figure 12. As seen from this figure, a lower apogee curve is ob-
tained with larger propellant dumping rates. This characteristic is
desirable since a successful abort may be accomplished at lower altitudes.
For any given altitude and velocity, the flight path angle limitations are
also less severe for the larger propellant dumping rates. Thus, consider-
ing the variation in the apogee line location and the range of flight path
angles at a given altitude and velocity on a particular abort flight corridor,
the probability of a successful abort is greater for the vehicles having a
larger propellant dumping rate capability. The total capacity of the
vehicle's propellant dumping system may or may not be utilized to effect
a successful abort from any given altitude and velocity as shown required
by the appropriate abort flight corridor plot. Abort flight corridor plots
are presented in Appendix B to show the effect of propellant dumping rate
on the flight corridor.
4O
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DESCRIPTION OF FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM
Introduction
This computer program is written in FORTRAN IV to calculate
ascent and descent flight corridors for orbital transport vehicles. The
flight corridors are determined by calculating numerous flight paths
starting at the desired altitudes with the desired restrictions. The
starting point is calculated from input data maintaining a specified maxi-
mum load factor and maximum equilibrium stagnation temperature. The
flight paths are calculated by integrating the equations of motion using
negative time increments. The equations of motion and other flight path
equations are derived in the first part of this report. Each flight path is
terminated when either a maximum acceleration limitation, maximum
temperature limitation, or circular orbit velocity limitation is exceeded.
Additional flight paths are calculated until either the maximum starting
point altitude or the rate of change in flight path angle restriction is
obtained.
One ascent and descent flight corridor is obtained by plotting
curves of constant flight path angles from all the flight paths calculated.
The constant flight path angles are obtained by sorting the output from all
flight paths. A computer program also included in this report was written
to plot the flight corridors on a digital plotter.
Main Program
The main program reads the input, converts the input to the units
used in the program, initializes all necessary codes and variables, and
calls the appropriate subroutines to follow the logical sequence for the
solution of the equations of motion and flight path equations.
The first operation accomplished in the program is reading the
input parameters and control codes. All input parameters and control
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codes required for the flight corridor calculations are discussed in detail
in following sections. The appropriate control codes and variables are
initialized before any calculations are performed.
The remainder of the main program is the logic for the solution of
the equations of motion and flight path equations. One flight path is calcu-
lated for each pass through the main program. The equations of motion,
atmospheric properties, aerodynamic drag coefficients, and Runge-Kutta
integration techniques are included in separate subroutines. Each of these
subroutines is called as required in the flight path calculations. The flight
path is continued until the ascent flight path exceeds either the maximum
acceleration limitation, maximum temperature limitation, or circular orbit
velocity calculation.
The first flight path calculation required is the calculation of the
starting point at a given altitude. An acceleration limited starting point
and temperature limited starting point are calculated. The appropriate
starting point for the flight path is chosen as that starting point with mini-
mum velocity. The logic for the calculation of the acceleration limited
starting point is located in the main program. The iteration technique for
the calculation of the starting point velocity and flight path angle discussed
in the theoretical portion of this report is utilized. Once the desired
tolerance on the flight path angle and starting point velocity is obtained,
the temperature restricted starting point is calculated. The logic for the
calculation of the temperature restricted starting point is located in the
subroutine STARPT. This logic is described in detail in that section of
the report.
Once the starting point has been calculated, the equations of motion
and flight path equations are solved by the Runge-Kutta method. The
Runge-Kutta method was utilized to obtain better accuracy with larger time
increments. The larger time increments were necessary to decrease the
computer time required for the calculation of the flight corridors. The
Runge-Kutta method is described in the subroutine RKUTTA section.
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There are four (4) main logical flow divisions that are required as
the flight path is calculated. The first logical flow is incrementing the
angle of attack during the first phase of the flight path to maintain the maxi-
mum load factor. The angle of attack is incremented at a rate less than
or equal to the maximum rate of change for the angle of attack. This
division of the logical flow through the main program is completed when
the maximum angle of attack is attained.
The second division of logical flow is to maintain the maximum
angle of attack until a point near the apogee is attained. A test for this
point is made after each integration on the flight path. The time T2
required to decrease the angle of attack from the maximum angle of attack
to zero is calculated. The time T1 required to reach apogee from that
point on the flight path, i. e., the time required to decrease that flight
path angle to zero at that instantaneous rate of change in the flight path
angle, is calculated. When T2 is equal to or greater than T1, this division
of logical flow is completed.
The third division of logical flow is that portion of the flight path
where the angle of attack is decreased at the maximum rate of change in
the angle of attack. When apogee and a zero angle of attack are attained,
this logical flow division is completed.
The last logical flow division is that portion of the flight path
from apogee to a restriction. A zero angle of attack or minimum drag
configuration is utilized. The flight path is terminated when either the
maximum acceleration limitation, maximum temperature limitation, or
circular orbit velocity limitation is exceeded. After termination of a
flight path at a restriction, the starting point altitude of that flight path
is tested. If it is equal to the end altitude, this case is complete and
another case is initiated. The starting point of that flight path is less
than the end altitude, the starting point altitude is incremented and another
flight path is calculated from this altitude.
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Subroutines
Subroutine ALT
The subroutine ALT is called to calculate the atmospheric
properties at altitudes to one million feet. The subroutine computes
atmospheric properties based on data contained in the Air Research and
Development Command Model Atmosphere 1959. A version of Reference 4
was modified to calculate the atmospheric properties at higher altitudes.
The altitude in the region from 0 to 400,000 feet was divided into
eight layers. The atmospheric properties were curve fit by a method of
least squares (Reference 5). The properties returned, except the speed
of sound, were compared to the 1959 ARDC Model Atmosphere. With the
exception of three altitudes, the maximum error was less than 1%. At
20,000 feet there was an error in pressure of 2.8%. At 260, 000 feet and
300, 000 feet there were errors in temperature of 1.96% and 1.26% re-
spectively. In the range for which the speed of sound was checked, 0 to
290, 000 feet, the error was less than 1%.
The altitudes in the region above 400, 000 feet were divided into
layers that yielded the least error in the curve fit variables. The layers
for the acceleration of gravity were 400, 000 to 600,000 feet and 600,000
to 1, 000, 000 feet. The layers for density were 400,000 to 450,000 feet;
450, 000 to 500,000 feet and 500, 000 to 1, 000,000 feet. The layers for
temperature were 400,000 to 600, 000 feet and 600, 000 to 1, 000,000 feet.
The maximum error in acceleration of gravity, density, and temperature
above 400,000 feet is less than 2%.
The properties returned from this subroutine below 400, 000 feet
are density, pressure, collision frequency, mean free path, temperature,
acceleration of gravity, molecular weight, and the speed of sound. The
properties returned above 400, 000 feet are acceleration of gravity, density,
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temperature, and speed of sound. The other variables were not required
for this application and were not calculated.
Subroutine STARPT
The subroutine STARPT is called to calculate a temperature
restricted starting point. The velocity and flight path angle are calculated
using the maximum temperature.
The maximum load factor is maintained on the temperature restric-
tion by incrementing the angle of attack. The iteration technique described
in the main text is utilized to calculate the velocity and flight path angle.
When the maximum angle of attack is attained and the loading factor is
less than the maximum loading factor, the first derivative of the flight
path angle with respect to time is tested. If this derivative is negative,
i. e. , the starting point altitude cannot be maintained, the code IK is set
to 1 and the control is returned to the main program. With the code IK
set to this value, the message "ALPHA EQUALS ALPMAX, GAMMA-DOT
NEGATIVE, NEXT CASE" is written and the next case will be read in.
Subroutine RKUTTA
The subroutine RKUTTA is the Runge-Kutta method of integration.
This method for the solution of the equations of motion was considered
superior to the finite difference method since better accuracy may be
obtained with larger time intervals.
The Runge-Kutta integration method was written in a subroutine
to occupy less computer memory storage and to obtain a faster program
assembly time. It is also easier to call this subroutine than to include
the same FORTRAN statements in the main program.
A finite difference integration for time and vehicle mass are also
included in this subroutine. The finite difference integration of these
variables is justified since both have constant first derivatives.
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Subroutine DERIV
The three equations of motion for V, ¥, and I_ are listed in this
subroutine. They are listed in one subroutine that can be called numerous
times to facilitate programming. This subroutine is called four times by
the I_KUTTA subroutine to complete the integration of the equations of
motion for one time interval.
Subroutines RCON and CONV
The subroutines RCON and CONV convert the variables to the
desired units. The main program has the option of accepting inputs in
either the metric system or the British system. The inputs are con-
verted to the British system of units used in the main program auto-
matically.
It is desirable to have the velocity and altitude output in the metric
system and the angles in degrees instead of radians. The subroutines
CONV and RCON convert all output variables to the desired units and
reconvert back to the units utilized in the program after each output.
Subroutine CDCL
The aerodynamic coefficients of drag and lift, C D and C L respec-
tively, are calculated in this subroutine. These coefficients are calculated
as functions of angle of attack and Mach number. Experimental wind
tunnel results were evaluated by C. M. Akridge, Mission Analysis Group,
P&VE Laboratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA.
One subroutine was written for each characteristic set of aero-
dynamic parameters. These were named CDCL l, CDCL Z, and CDCL 3
to correspond to (L/D)ma x = I, etc. The (L/D)max = 3 aerodynamic data
was received first. Third order polynomials were fit to aerodynamic lift
coefficient as functions of both Mach number and angle of attack. The
aerodynamic drag coefficient was evaluated as the minimum drag coefficient
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plus a function of the tangent of the angle of attack. When the computer
program was written to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients, a com-
pletely general program was written to read all the coefficients of the
equations for the lift and drag coefficients. At this time it was believed
that a general subroutine would be suitable for any set of characteristic
aerodynamic parameter s.
When the data for the (L/D)rna x = 1 and (L/D)max = 2 character-
istic aerodynamics were received, it was much easier and quicker to
write new subroutines for each case. Thus, the subroutines CDCL 1
and CDCL 2 were written. It is recommended that a new subroutine be
written to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients C D and C g of each
characteristic vehicle aerodynamics desired.
Subroutine OT PUT
The subroutine OTPUT controls all output obtained from this
program and is called after the calculation of each point on the flight
path. A table of the desired output flight path angles is calculated and
all output is interpolated for these values.
The first time the OTPUT subroutine is entered the starting point
is written. A table of all the desired output flight path angles is calcu-
lated. This table is generated using the desired flight path interval
which is an input. After calculation of this table of output flight path
angles, appropriate codes are set to permit searching the table for a
desired flight path angle after each point on the flight path has been calcu-
lated. The minimum interval in the output flight path angles is limited to
0. 5 degrees due to computer memory space allocated for the table.
Thereafter, each time the OTPUT subroutine is entered, the
flight path angle at that point on the flight path is con_pared with the values
in the table. If it is in a different increment than the previous value, an
interpolation is made for the desired output flight path angle. The load
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factor, temperature, time, velocity, altitude, and angle of attack at the
output flight path angle are written.
If the flight path angle exceeds 90 degrees, i. e. , a flight path
originating at that starting point altitude cannot be calculated, the mes-
sage "THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF GAMMA BECAME GREATER THAN
90 DEGREES" is printed. Appropriate codes are set and control is re-
turned to the main program.
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CROSS REFERENCE BETWEEN MATHEMATICAL AND FORTRAN SYMBOLS
Mathematical
A
CD
g
H
m
FORTRAN
A
CD
GO
G
GI
G2
H
HDOT
XMAS
Definition Units
Reference area ftz
Drag coefficient
2
Acceleration of gravity ft/sec
Acceleration of gravity at
2
sea level ft/sec
Acceleration of gravity at
H-Ah ft/sec 2
2Acceleration of gravity at H ft/sec
Acceleration of gravity at
2H + Ah ft/sec
Altitude ft
Rate of change of altitude
Mass of vehicle
ft/s ec
N
Nmax
R
XN
XNI
R
Load factor
Maximum load factor
Radius of the earth
gls
g's
ft
R S
Tw
V
V c
¥
RS
TWE
VZ
VDOT
VC
GA MI I
Vehicle nose radius
Equilibrium stagnation
temperature
Velocity
Rate of change of velocity
Circular orbit velocity
Flight path angle
ft
oR
ft/sec
ft/s ec 2
ft/s ec
degree
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Mathematical
0-
W/A
Ah
H
amax
Zwma x
amax
AT
M
T
F OR TRAN
GAMDOT
E
RHOO
RHO
RHOI
RHOZ
SIG
WA
DELH
DELBGH
ALPMAX
DELTA
TWEMAX
ALPDTM
DELT
HN
XM
Time
Definition
Rate of change of flight path
angle with respect to time
Emis sivity
Density
Density at sea level
Density at H - Ah
Density at H
Density at H + _h
Stefan - Boltzmann constant
Wing loading
Altitude increment for cal-
culating dV/dH
Altitude increment for cal-
culating a new trajectory
Maximum angle of attack
Constant for calculation of
increment in alpha
Maximum equilibrium stag-
nation temperature
Maximum rate of change in
alpha
Time increment
End altitude
Mach number
Time
Units
degree/sec
Btu/ftZ_sec_°R 4
Ib/ft z
ft
ft
degree
oR
degree/sec
sec
ft
sec
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Mathematical
T1
1" 2
C L
FORTRAN
T1
T2
CL
DELALP
ALP
SOSO
SOS
SOS1
SOSZ
HO
Definition
Time required to reach apogee
from any point on the descent
flight path at that instantaneous
rates of change in the flight path
angle
Time required to decrease the
angle of attack from the maxi-
mum angle of attack to zero at
the maximum rate
Lift coefficient
Increment in angle of attack
Angle of attack
Speed of sound at sea level
Speed of sound at H - _h
Speed of sound at H
Speed of sound at H ÷ _h
Starting altitude
Units
sec
sec
degree
degree
ft/sec
ft/s ec
ft/s ec
ft/s ec
ft
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LIST OF INPUTS
Mathematical
Coefficients
for calcu-
lating
FORTRAN
AOI
CLa A11
AZI
A31
A41
cLj AOZ
Mach No. < 2 AI2
CL_ z AOZGZ
Mach No. > 2 AIZGZ
CL_ 3 AO3
AI3
CDO AOCD
AICD
AZCD
C D CDC
Definition
CLALP = AOI + All * XM+
A21 * XM ;:':'Z + A31 * XM
• * 3+ A41 * XM** 4
CLALP2 = + AOZ+ AI2 * XM
CLALPZ : AOZG2 + AIZGZ
""XM
CLALP3 = AO3 - AI3 ":_XM
CDO = AODC
CD = CDO + CDC * TAN (ALP)
Unit
The first fifteen inputs are required for subroutine CDCL 3 only as dis-
cussed in that section. They are retained in the inputs for the main
program to eliminate changing the main program each time the aero-
dynamics for subroutine CDCL 3 are desired.
SIG Stefan - Boltzmann constant Btu/ft z -
sec- °R4
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Mathematical FORTRAN Definition Unit
W/A
N
Ah
A
H
&H
_max
INPU T
NCASES
NWRITE
LDDMAX
AJ
PASS
NZZ
XMDOT
WA
XNI
DELH
A
H
DELBGH
ALPMAX
Input : 0 if units in British system
Input = 1 if dimension in metric
system
The number of cases to be run
NWRITE : I if a data print is
wanted
NWRITE : 0 if only a binary
tape is desired
CDCL L/D MAX I, Z, or 3
The interval of gamma to be
printed
The tolerance which (Yi - _/i-1 )
must pass before the starting
point is obtained
NZZ = 0 if the program is to
choose either temperature re-
stricted or acceleration
restricted
NZZ = 1 temperature restricted
Propellant dumping rate
Wing loading
Maximum load factor
Altitude increment for
calculating dV/dH
Reference area
Starting altitude
Altitude increment for new
starting point
Maximum angle of attack
radians
-I
sec
lbs/ft z
g
km or ft
ft 2
km or ft
km or ft
degree
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Mathematical
R s
Twma x
T
FORTRAN
DELTA
RS
E
TWEMAX
ALPDTM
DELT
HN
Definition
Constant for calculation of
increment in alpha
Nose radius
Emis sivity
Maximum temperature
Maximum rate of change in
alpha
Time increment
End altitude
Unit
ft
oR
degree/sec
sec
km or ft
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PINPUT ORDER AND FORMAT
FORTRAN Symb01
AOI
All
A21
A31
A41
A41
CDC
AO2
A12
AO2G2
A12G2
AO3
AI3
AOCD
AICD
AZCD
SIG
Definition
First Card Format {8F 10.0)
CLALP = AO1 + All * XM+ A21 * XM
• * 2 + A31 * XM ** 3 + A41 ":, XM*':, 4
CD = CDO + CDC * TAN {ALP)
Second Card Format (8F 10.0)
CLALP = - AO2 + AI2 ** XM
CLALP2 = AO2G2 + AI2G2 * XM
Third Card Format (5F 15. 0)
CLALP3 = AO3 - AI3 * XM
CDO = AOCD - AICD * XM + A2CD
• XM ** 2
Fourth Card Format (5F 15. 0)
Stefan - Boltzmann constant
Units
Btu/ft z -sec -
OR 4
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FORTRAN Symbol
INPUT
NCASES
NWRITE
LDDMAX
AJ
PASS
NZZ
XMDOT
WA
XNI
DELH
A
H
DELBGH
ALPMAX
DELTA
Definition
Fifth Card Format (412)
Units Code 1 = Metric, 0 = British system
Number of cases
Write Code 1 = Printout, 0 = No Printout
L/D MAX 1, 2, or 3
Sixth Card Format (2F 5.0, I2)
Interval of to print answers
Tolerance of (_i - _i_l ) for starting point
Restriction Code I = Temp. restricted of
the program determines
Seventh Card Format (8F I0.0)
Load duping factor
Wing Loading
Maximum load factor
Altitude increment for DV/DH
Reference area
Eighth Card Format (8F I0.0)
Starting altitude
Altitude increment for new starting point
Maximum angle of attack
Constant for calc. of increment in
ALPHA
Units
Ib / ft 2
km or ft
ftz
km or ft
km or ft
degrees
6O
FORTRAN Symbol
RS
E
TWEMAX
ALPDTM
DELT
HN
Definition
Ninth Card Format (8F I0.0)
Nose radius
Emissivity
Maximum temperature
Maximum rate of change in ALPHA
Time increment
End altitude
Units
ft
degrees/sec
see
km or ft
For stacked cases the sixth card through the ninth is repeated.
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LOCATION OF INPUTS ON INPUT CARDS
FORTRAN Symbols
AO1
All
A21
A31
A41
CDC
A02
A12
AO2G2
A1 2G2
AA_
A13
AOCD
A1 CD
A2CD
SIG
INPUT
NCASES
NWRITE
LDDMAX
AJ
Card Number Columns
1 1 -I0
1 11 -20
1 21 -30
1 31 -40
1 41 -50
l 51 -60
2 1 -I0
Z Ii -g0
2 21 -30
Z 31 -40
"_ 1-15
3 16-30
3 31 -45
3 46-60
3 61 -75
4 1-15
5 1-2
5 3-4
5 5-6
5 7-8
6 I-5
Format
FI0.0
FI0.0
FI0.0
FI0.0
FI0.0
FI0.0
FI0.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F15.0
FI5.0
Fl5.0
Fl5.0
Fl5.0
Fl5.0
IZ
I2
I2
I2
F5.0
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FORTRAN Symbols Card Number Columns Format
PASS 6 6-10 F5.0
NZZ 6 i I -l 2 IZ
XMDOT 7 I - l0 Fl 0.0
WA 7 I l -20 Fl0.0
XNI 7 21 -30 Fl0.0
DELH 7 31 -40 Fl0.0
A 7 41 -50 Fl0.0
H 8 l-10 Fl0.0
DELBGH 8 i 1-20 Fl0.0
ALPMAX 8 ZI-30 FI0.0
DELTA 8 31 -40 Fl0.0
RS 9 l -I0 Fl0.0
E 9 I I-Z0 FI0.0
TWEMAX 9 21 -30 Fl0.0
ALPDTM 9 31 -40 FI0.0
DELT 9 41-50 Fl0.0
When running more than one case, the variables on cards 6 through 9
are repeated.
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Variables
FORTRAN Symbol
LDDMAX
WA
A
XNI
TWEMAX
ALPMAX
ALPDTM
RS
E
DELT
XMDOT
TIME
GAMII
V2
H
XN
TWE
ALP
OU TPU T
Des cription
Aerodynamic data code
Wing loading
Reference area
Maximum load factor
Maximum temperature
Maximum angle of attack
Maximum rate of change for
angle of attack
Nose radius
Emi ssivity
Time increment
Propellant dumping rate
Time
Flight path angle
Velocity
Altitude
Load factor
Temperature
Alpha
Units
ftz
ftz
g's
°R
degrees
degrees
ft
sec
-1
sec
sec
degrees
meters/sec
km
g's
°R
degrees
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Variables Written on Sorted Tape
FORTRAN Symbol
MCASES
XJ(1)
KODE
LINE
VEL
HZ
TIM
XNX
Definition
The case number
The value of gamma for all gamma's except the
starting point and since the starting point
gamma would not be the same each time it will
be labeled - 98
The code for sorting purposes
The flight path number for sorting purposes
Velocity
Altitude
Time
Loading factor
The above variables are written as one record on a tape that is sorted
by the first four fields of each record and plotted on a digital plotter (see
Appendix A). The order of the sort is as the variables appear in the record.
Messages
1. ALPHA EQUALS ALPMAX, GAMMA-DOT NEGATIVE NEXT CASE.
This message occurs when the angle of attack is equal to the maximum
angle of attack and the first derivative of the flight path angle with respect
to time is negative. The velocity is temperature restricted, but the maxi-
mum temperature and maximum loading factor cannot be maintained. If
there is another case that data will be read, otherwise the program will
go to end of job.
Z. INCREMENT H BY DELTA H ALTITUDE - This message is
given when the starting altitude is too low, i. e. , a starting point cannot
be obtained with the aerodynamic data given. The starting altitude is
incremented by AH until a starting point is obtained.
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3. VELOCITY BECAME GREATER THAN CIRCULAR ORBIT VELOCITY
****** CALCULATING NEW STARTING POINT. This message is given
when V2 becomes greater than VC. A new case will be initiated.
4. THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF GAMMA BECAME GREATER THAN 90
DEGREES. This message is given when the starting point is obtained at
an altitude where the lift is such that a flight path angle over -90 ° is ob-
tained. The altitude is incremented by AH and a new path is calculated
until the flight path angle does not exceed 90 °.
6?
SAMPLE CASE
Computer Program Inputs
An example of the computer output obtained from the calculation
of a typical flight path is shown in this section. The parameters chosen
are:
Maximum Lift-Drag Ratio
Wing Loading
Reference Area
Maximum Load Factor
Maximum Temperature
Propellant Dumping Rate
Maximum Angle of Attack
Maximum Rate of Change in Angle of Attack
Nose Radius
Time Increment
Starting Point Altitude
End Altitude
2.0
60.0 Ib/ftz
2430 ft2
I0.0 g's
4000°R
-IO. 06 sec
40 degrees
3.0 deg/sec
1.0ft
- 1.0 sec
20.0 Km
20.0 Km
Computer Program Outputs
The program inputs and outputs for the sample case begin on the next
page.
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L/D MAX
INPLTS
2
ING LOADING O. 600000001: 02
REFERb_CE AREA 0.24300000E 04
ACCELERATION LUADING O. I OOOO000£ 02
MAX [MUM T_MPERATCRE O. 4OOOOOOOE 04
MAXIMUM A'_GLE OF ATTACK 0.40000000E 02
MAXIMUM RATE OF CHANGE
FOR AWGLE OF ATTACK O. 50000000b Ol
NOSe RADIUS O. I O00OOOOE 01
EM ISS IV ITY 0.80000000E OO
T IME I_4CRtML_T -0. _OOUOOOOE 0 I
LOAD DUMP FACTOR O. bOOOOOOO F-O l
7O
N
0
UJ
Q,
-r
0
ILl
g ,,,0
[,,- 0
ua 0
X 0
N
0
"( O
O O
0
N
w 0
b 0
0
I-- 0
,.D N
" d
Z
Q
N
LU
,v 0
uu LU N
8
E
_ o
¢j
_ Z
.- d
I,,,- I
0
i,d
.. g
0g 0J N oN _N N _N N N iN N f_l eNI N _ e_ e_l N 0_1 0_ N N _1 NO O O O O O O 0 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O
_J _ _ _J t_ UJ _J I_1 W UJ _1 w _ UJ _a u_ _ UJ _ _J UJ lid _ _J UJ
_1 N N N _1 N N IN N N N _1 0_ _1 N eXl 04 N _ ¢e_ f_ 0'_ ¢_ fPI
UJ _1 ILl ILl _u UJ LU UJ _ UJ _ ILl W UJ I_l LU LU UJ UJ UJ UJ W _ IaJ UJ
p..
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O
o o o o o o o oo o _ o _ o o o o o o _ o _ o o o
| 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I I I I I I I I |
0
• e e • e • • • e •
_ _ o _ o _ o _o o _ _ _ o _ _ o _ _ o o _ _ _ o
I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I t I I I I I ! I I I I
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_ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ ;_ _ _ _ o_ _ _ _ _ _ _, _ _ _
o o o o o o o o o o o _ o o o _ o _ o o o o o o _
u_
L_ o o o o o o o o o o o o o
I I I I I } I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I | I I I
C} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I I I I I
7Z
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• g .................... g • .
_P .4t" .Ir _ "41" "4" _ _r _P _ ,4" _ ._r .4P <P ,4" "4" ¢r "4" '4" _ 4" .4P _lr
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
u_ ua u_ w uJ uJ ua w uJ uJ w uJ w ,. uJ ua w uJ ,- uJ uJ uJ uJ w ua
u_ .4" _ 0 _ _tP 0 .41" ,0 _ P- ,-_ ,4P f_. ,4P let u'_ N N .4" u'_ N P" *,0 o,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ _1 o_ _-_1-J N N N N N N N N N N NN N N N _.1 _ _ N'=4 I_l ('_
I¢1> d _ 8 _ _ 8 d d d 8 _ d _ _ _ _ 8 d _ 8 _ d 8 _ d
N N
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _._ 0 00
UJ UJ LU '_J VJ UJ _J UJ _J UJ _JJ _J UJ _ _r_ _J 'JJ UJ 'JJ L_J UJ _JJ _J UJ
0 0 ¢3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 _ 0 0
0 _ _;_ 0 0 _' 0 ¢;_ 0 O O I_ O O I_ Q _ _ O O O O O O
4[ • e • • e • '_ • •o o d d d o d o d o d o o o d d d d d d d d g d o o
I I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f_
IN N f_l IN IN I%1 N (%1 N N f_ N 04 (N N (N N N (%1 IN N fel fel f_ ffl
_ _, d g g _' d g g g g g d d d g g g d d d g g d g d
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
g • g ...... g .... g " g0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ILl W _ LU UJ UJ _ _ LU UJ UJ U_ UJ UJ UJ _U tU _U UJ
_ g _ d d d g d g o d o d d d g d g gd" "
0
uJ
0
I
N
0
N
0
d"
0
W
N _
eg
o ii
_J
o
uJ
• o o e • e • e •
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Z _ 11-
- 2.IL
Ill
1.61
c:I
z
uJ
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FORIRAN iV PROGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCE_II ABORT
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
ASCEI_T AND DESCEI_[ ABERT FLIGHT CORRIDJRS
FOR ORBITAL IRAI_SP(]RT VEHICLES
THEOR_ BY JAMES L. DIVEN
RESEARCH LAUORAIORIES
BROWN ENGINEERING COMPANY
PROGRAM BY JERRY DANIEL
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
BRCWtl EtwGINEERING COMPANY INC.
PROGRAM NLMBER SP - 161,
1ECHNICAL NI..;TE R - 142
COMMON/CUN_T/H IDI-LH ,DE LBGH ,V2
COMMON/X INT/GAMI L ,XN ,TWE ,Jl ,AJ ,1[ ME ,GAM, XNS ,T_ES tT IMES_ HSAV, V2S
I,ALPSA_
ItXMASS,XMUOT,LI NE ,t_REC
COMMON/CDL/ ALPtXM,A_X,AILtA21,A3L,A41,AO2,AI2,AO2G2t AI2G2t
IAOJ,AIJ,AUCD, AICO,A2CD,CDC,CD,CL
COMMUN/CASE/MCASES,NWRITE,JJ,NEWCAS,NSKIP_IbAC
TAN {X )=SIN (X)/COS (X)
RO=2.1 12_+07
?5
FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISIING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT
GC=32.174
CL=O.
REWIND 4
WRIT_(6,2CO}
200 FORMAT( 24HI IRAJECTDRY ANALYSIS/SX2IHJAMES L. DIiEN /5X
126HBROIaN ENGINEERING CO. ,INC.//I)
C INPUT=C FUR INPUT DIMENSIONS OF THE BRITISH SYSFEM .
C FOR INPbTS IN MFIRIC SYSTEM
NREC=O
MCASI S=1
C THE FOLLOWING ARE COEFFICIENTS USED IN ffIE CRAG SJBRDJTISdE . (CD,
READ (5,3C3)AOI ,At I ,A2I ,A3 t ,A_I _CDC
READ (5,3C3) A02 ,A L2 ,AO2G2 ,ALZG2
READ |5,8C3)A03 ,AL 3 ,AGCD,AICD, A2CD
C SIG = STEFAN - BOLTZMANN COI_STANT
READ(5,_JC_) SIG
C NZZ _ELOCIIY RESfRICTICN CPIICI_. I = TEMPERATJRE RESTRICTIO_I, O=
C ACCELERAIION RESTRLCTICN.
C AJ IS Ir(E INTERVAL OF GAMMA THAI IS TO BE PRINTED.
C LDDMAX IS THr CODE FOR CDCL ROUTINE
C NCASLS IS THL NUMBtR UF CASES .
READ(5,SGG)INPLT,NCAbES,N_RI [E,LDDMAX
C "wWRIfb=L IF APRINT OF ANSWER3 IS WANTED , 0 IF ONLY BINARY TAPE
I000 RbAD (b, _C)A J,PA SS,NZZ
BdO FURMAI(2FS. 0,12)
INPJT = i
BTUI FT .SC).S EC. DEG.Ru*4
?6
FORTRAN IV PR(]GRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCE_IT ABORT
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
8OO
I001
998
9()9
I
2
3
FORMAT(412)
WA - WING LOADING
XNI=MAXLMLM LOAD FACTOR
DELH = ALIITLDE INCREMENT FOR CALC.
A = RtFERENCE AREA
READ(Sj4CC)XMDOT,WA,XNI _DELHtA
H = STARTING ALIIIUDE
DELBGH = ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR NEW
ALPMAX = MAXIMUM ANGLE OF AITACK
DELTA = CONSTANT FOR CALCULATION OF
P,EAD (5,4C(_)H, DELbGH,ALPMAX,DELTA
RS : NOSE RAD[LS
E = EMISSIVIIY
I_EMAX: MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
ALPDTM= MAXIMUM RAIE CF CHANGE IN
DELT : lIME INCREMENT
HN : END ALTI TbDE
READ( 5,4CG)R StE vTWEMAX _ ALPDTMIDELT tHN
WRIIE(_tI_8)LDDMAX
LBSISQ. FT.
DVI DH K ILOM EI ER
FT .SO.
K ILOM EI ERS
ST ART ING, K ILOMEI ERS
DEGREES
INCREMENT IN ALPHA
FT
ALPHA
DEGREES R
DEGREES/$ EC
SEC
FORMAI(IIIC_24Xt6HINPL_TS ,/13H LID MAX,43X,12//')
_RITL(E,c_'_g)WAtA,XNI ,TkEMAXtALPMAXtALPDTM,RS,EtDELT
FORMAT( IHC,I 7H WING LCADI NG t21_X E17.8/1
IHC_IgH
IHC t25H
.IHC t24H
OR FT.
R_-FERE NCE ARL:A_ZIXt
ACCELERATI Oh L_ADING, 15X,
MAXIMUM IEMP_RATUREt I6X_
E17.81!
E!7.8//
E17.8//
'7?
FURTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT
g991
803
303
400
6OO
601
4 1H(] ,28H
5 IHC)27H
6 IHC )24H
7 LHC)IOH
8 IHC)ISH
9 IHO, 19H I{ ME
WR I T_ { 6, _$_I ) XMDOT
FORMAT{ IHG,21H
i* *)
FORMAl {5F15. O)
FORMAT{ 8FIC. G)
FORMA I {_FIC. O)
LINE=I
HO =H
R :RO
MAXIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK, I2X) E17.8//
MAXIMUM RATE {IF CHANGE/
FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK,I6X) E17.8//
NOSE RADIUS )24X) E17.8/I
EMISSIVITY t25X, E17.81/
I hCRE ME NT )21 X)_IT. 811 )
ALPMAX:ALPMA X*. O{ 74.532 92 5
ALPD IM :ALPD TM*. Ol 74532925
IF( INPLI)6CO,60I ,600
FF : I./. CCC3048
HN=HN*FF
H=H*FF
HU = HU* F I-
D_LH=DELH*FF
DbLboH :OhL_GH*FF
hX=HO
LOAD DUMP FACTGR)I9X,EI7.B///23XISH* * * * * *
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT -' DESCENT ABORT
ALP S IA =0.
TWS= IWEMA X
NSK IP=C
CALL ALTI6.,RHOU,PR,CF,FP,TEMO,G6,WM,S{]SO)
CON 1 1N LE
CON I IN t_
CALL ALI{H,RHOI ,PR ,CF ,FP,1EMI ,GI ,WM, SOSl)
CALL ALI [H+DELH tRHC2 ,PR,CF ,FP, IEM2,G2 ,WMtSOS2)
CALL AL T (H-DELH ,RHO,PR ,CF ,F P,TEM,G ,WM,SOS )
SQRRIJ 1 =SQR1 (RHOI)
SQRRU2=SQK I{RH02 )
IK:O
NEWCAS=C
LOOP :C
IBAC:O
JJ=C
iI=C
KK=C
KI=C
KP[_:C
Jl=O
_ZZ=_
XMA S=_A*A*32. [74/Gi
XMA S 3= XMA
ALP =ALP S IA
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF: ASCENT - DESCt::_IT ABORT
666
4
89
5
WI=XMA SeL_I/A
DELALP = ABS{ALPDTI v * DELT * DELTA)
IF(NZZ.EQ.I)GO TO S
GAM I L=C. C
XM=4.0
CALL CDCL
OVSTARO=(XNI/CD*2./A*XPAS/C(]S(GAMII)*G1/{ (-(CL/CD}+TA_{ GAMII))*_2+
I(I.+CL/CD*TAN{GAMII))**2)**.5)**.5
VSTAR T =VSIARO/SQRROI
VSTAR I =VSTAROISQRRC2
DVHD :A8 S (_ STARI-VS IARI)/DELH
GAM S =GAMI I
TE T =-C D* RHO 1*A* VSTAR T* t2/2. I X MAS/( DVHD*VS T ART +GI )
IF(AL_S{IEI).GE.1,) LOOP=I
IF(ABS(IEI).GE.I.)GO TC 204
GAMI I=ARSAN(IET)
IE S T=At$ S {(,AM 11-GA M S)
IF( TcS1-PASS)89t89 )4
XM=VSIAR I/SOSI
GO Iu _66
CONTINLt
VC=(G_D(RU+H))**.5
[IM_ : G.
_2=VC* (( I,S*_S**(I./d.)*E**(I./4.))/(|I7ODD./SIG)**( I./
14.)*(RHUI/RHUO)** (1./8.)) )*'(4./_.)
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FORTRAN !V PROGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT
IF{NZZ.EQ.I)GO TO 75
IF( VSTAR T-V2)302,302,75
75 GAMI2=C.
NZZ=I
VC21=VC
VC22=( G2m (RO+H+DE LH) } **o
VC2 ={G"(R,O+H-DELH)}*_'.5
V2HO 1 = _,?.
V2HO =VCZ " [ ( TWS*RS*" (l. IB. )"i!*_[1.1k. ) )I [ { L7OO0./S IG) **{ L./4
L.} * (RHOIRHO0}** [i./8. )) ) **{4.13. )
V2HDZ=VC2Z *[[TWSeRS*e[I./8.}*Ee*{I./H.})/{(17033./SIG}..(
LL.14.} *(RHOZIRHO0)**(I.I8.)) )*-{4./3.)
DVZDH=[V2HOZ-V2HO) /(2.*DELHI
XM=V2/SOSJ.
CALL CDCL
0M2 = (CD*A*RHOL* VZIiGL* VZH(]I )/(2.,_XMAS )
VDO T2 =-DM2-G I* SIN (GAMI 2}
CALL SIARPT[RHOL,VZHOI ,AI,XPAStGI ,RtHtGAMI2,OELALP,ALPMAX, [K. GAMD]T
1,XLMI,DM2,DV2DH,XLD,XI_ItXN)
IF( IK.NI::.L)GO lO 3,04
_R[ I[:(_, 2t_27 )
GO 1U LO4
302 92=VSTAR I
XN : ×N I
OT_E =( { 17C(,6./SIG}**.25*(RHCL/RHCC)**(L.18. )*{V2/¢C)**.75)/{:;_Su,.{ L.
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAI_ LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT
1/8. )*E_*.25)
IF { NI, R [ TE.EQ. I )
IWRI TE( _, 3C5)
305 FORMAT( 53HI MINIML_M VELCCITY DUE TO ACCELERAI'ION RESTRICTI3W)
GO TIJ 3(]6
304 GAM I I=GAM[2
RHI=RHOI
TWE :TWEMAX
IF (NWR I T_.EQ. I )
£WRI TEl 6,3G7)
30? FORMAT{ S2HX MINIML_M VELOCITY DUE TO TEMPERA[JRE RESTRICTID_I)
.306 CON TINLE
ALP SAV=ALP
XNS = XN
ALP STA =ALP
IF{V2.GE._C)GO TO 15
[F(N_RI IE.EQ.I)
£_RI TO( _, _.L)
5I FORMA T {[HC,/I 9H rl ME ,12X,5HGAMMA, 12X,8HVELOC IT¢, 9X, 8HALT ITJDE
I,_X_HG LUADINGtBXyI£HTEMPEKATURE_6X_SHALPHA)
2527
21
CALL 01P_I
IF(N_WCAS.EQ.I)GO 10 204
FORMAT(IHC,/149H ALPHA E(dUALS
CALL ALI(HtRHOIIPRtCF tFPtIEMI_GX t
XM:VZ/_US[
ALPMAXtGAMMA-DOT NEGATI_/E _IEXT CASE)
WMtSOSX)
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• FORTRAN XV PROGRAM L|STXNG OF ASCENT - DESCE:_IT ABORT
[8
ALP S=ALP
CALL CDCL
XLD =CL/CD
RH 1 =KHO 1
204
I01
19 XN:(VI**2*CD*A*COS(GAMI[)*Rttl)/(Z.*XMAS*GII*((-_(LD+T_N(G_M[I)
1 )** 2+ ( I.+ XLD* IAN (GAM[ t)) *'2)**.5
IF(XN.Gt.xNI)GO TO Ib
ALP SAV=ALP
ALP =ALP+DSLALP
IF(ALP.GE. [ALPMAX-.OOOS))GC TO 99
GO TO _8
HX=HX+DELBGH
HO=HX
H=HX
ALP S IA =C.
HIH=H_ . CCC3048
_R I TE ( 6,2_51HIH
205 FORMAI(1HC,36HINCREMtNI H BY DELIA H ALTITJDE = Ell.B)
IF(LOOP.t_.I)GO TO I01
DO 1_1 M=I,IBAC
BACK _PACE 4
NREC =NREC-I
CONIINLt
IF(V2.Gt. IC)GO TU [04
IFIHX.GI.HN)GO [0 104
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FORTRANIV PRI3GRAMLISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT
GO TO l
g9 ALP=ALPMAX
ALP SAV=ALP
GO TU 116
98 IF(ABS(ALPDTM*DELT)-(ALP-ALPS))I16,1X6,18
116 CON T[NLE
16 CON T INLE
TWE S=TbE
OTWE=((17CCO. /SIG)*e.25*(RHOI/RHEG)**{I./8.)*(V2/VC)**.TS)/KRS**( I.
1/8. )_E**.25)
RHI=RHO1
XN S=XN
XN= { _2"* 2*CD*A*COS (GAMI 1) *RHI) / (2. *XMASoGI ) *( (-KL D÷TAN( GAM I I )
I )** 2÷ (I. +XLD* TAN (GAMI 1) ) *'2) **. 5
HSAV=H
GAM =GAM I I
V2S=_2
TIME S=-IIM_-
CALL RKL TIA (A, XMA S ,R ,DEL r ,GAMDET ,VDCT, RHOI, Gl, XLD)
VC =- SQRI (G[ * (RE+H))
[F(VZ.GE.vC)GO TO 15
CR = ( CL** 2+CD*'2 ) **. b
35 CON T INLE
CALL UIPLI
IF{Nct_CAS.EQ.I)GO 10 204
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAIW LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT AB3RT
C
C
25 CR=ICLeCL+CD*CD)**. 5
IF(II.EQ.I)GO TO 33
IF(XN.LT.XNI.AND.ALP. LT. (ALPNAX-.(JOOSI)GO TO
214 IFIKK.E_.L)G{J TO 20
IF{ALP.GE.(ALPMAX-.OOOS))GC TO I6I
GO TO 21
161 IF[KFIR.E_.I)GO TO 163
161 CON TINLE
IF(GAMDOT.LT.O.)GO TU 1041
KFIR=I
163 IF(H.LI.HX)GO 1"0 16
IF(GAMII.GT.O.)GO TO 16
IF |GAM-L, AMI 1 )20,20tLo
20 KK=I
IF(ALP.bE.(ALPMAX-.0005)) ALP=ALPMAX
33
34
T I=AB S (GAMI I IGAMDOI)
T2=A_S(ALPIALPDTM)
IF( II.EQ.I)GO TO 33
IF(TL.GI. |2)GOTU[6
II=i
ALP SA V:ALP
ALP =ALP+ALPDTM*DE LI
CUN I LN LI::
v2S=v2
GAM =bAMI [
21
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FORTRANIV PROGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCEWT ABDRT
31
36
40
HSAV=H
IIME S=II ME
CALL R Kbl IA (A tXMA S ,R ,DELT ,GAMDCT ,VDOT, RHOL tGI, XLD )
VC = SQRI {GI J' (RO+H))
IF(V2.GE.VC)GO TO 15
RHI=RHOI
TWE S=TWI-
OTWE=((17CCC. ISIG}**.Z5*(RH(]L/RHOC)**(I.IB.)*(V2/#C)**.TS)I(RS**( I.
I/8,, )*E**.25 )
XN S=XN
XN=( V2**2,CD*A*COS (GAMI1) *RHI) / (2.*XMAS*GI } *( (-(L D+TAN{ GAM I I )
I )** 2+ ( I. +XLD*TAN (GAMI I )) *-2) **.5
IF {ALP )31,31 ,35
ALP=C.
ALP SA V=ALP
IF (GAM I 1 )36,40,4U
CONTINLE
CALL OIPLI
IF(NEWCAS.E_.I)GO IO 204
GO TU 34
CON T IN L_-
XN S=XN
XN={V2**2*CD*A*COS(GAMII)*RHI)II2..XMAS.GI}.(I-XLD+TANI GA_II)
] )..2+( [.+XLD*TANIGAMI[}) **2) **.5
VC : SQRI (GI * (RO+H)}
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15
505
50
52
TWE S= TkE
TWE= ( (I7CCO. ISIG
I( 1. I_. )*E,,_. 25)
CALL 0 TPL1
IF(NEkCAS.EQ.I)GO [0 204
IF (XN.GE. XNI .OR. ThE. GE. TWEPAX) GO
GO 1O 34
WR I TE (6,5C5)
FORMAT(IHC,96HVELOCI IY BECAME
I * * * * * * CALCULATING NEW
GO TU 204
HX=HX+DE LbGH
LINE=L INE+I
CALL CON_
[F(N_wR I TE.E(Q.I)
IWR II_ 16, b2) TIME ,GAMI I ,_2 ,H,XNtTWE
END =£9 •
) **.25" (RHOI/RHI]O)**( 1./8. ) =( I/2/_/C )**.75)/( RS**
TO 50
WR ITE (4) MCASE S,END ,KODE ,LI NE,V2 ,H,T IME,XN
NREC =NREC÷I
CALL KCON
FORMAI(IHL,IIHFII_AL PCINT,// 7E17.8)
IF (HX- GT.HN) GOTO104
H=HX
Jl=C
GO TU I
GREATER THAN CIRCJLAR 3RBIT VEL]CITY
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STARTING POINT)
FORTRAN IV PRCGRAM LISTING OF ASCENT - DESCENT ABORT _
1041
1042
104
919
105
_R I TE ( 6,1G42)H
FORMAT[IHC,6OHSIARIING POINT CANNOT BE
IONS H =,E17.8)
NCA SE S =MCA SE S+I
Jl=O
IF(MCASES.LE.NCASES)GC TO IO00
FORMAT(IHC,33HNUMBER OF RECCRDS GN PLOT TAPE =
ENDEND=S_Sg.
WR ITE (4) MCASE S,ENDEND ,KODE,LI NE,VEL,H2,T IME,XN
NREC=NREC+I
WR ITE [6,919) NREC
WR ITe[ 6, IC5)
FORMAT[II//,4OX,2OH'*'*END OF CASES,o*')
eND FILE 4
REWIND 4
CALL EXIT
END
OBTAINED _41TH
,16)
r HESE CD'_DIT I
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SUBROblIN_- ALT(HtRGtPR,CF,FP,TEMtGRA,WM,SOS)
IFIH-4CCCCC. )30,_0,3I
31 RO=O.
30 IF{ H-4CCC{]. } 1,2,3
[ X=H/LCCGC.
P3 = -0.56721646£-03
P2 = -G. gStOB(J49E-02
PI = -C.3_347339E+00
PG: O.Igl?3574£+OZ
13 = G.I2_81606£+01
12= -C.6C536827E+0i
li= -C.2_13137E+02
IC= C. 5 L172 3651-+03
GO TU 50
2 CUN I IN tt
3 IF(H-SCCCC.) 4,5,6
z, CONTINLE
5 X=[H-4CCCC.) /lOOOO.
P 3:- £. 39[$3446E-05
P2 = C. 25197324E-03
PI:-C. 'i7_ 3423E+00
PC= C. 17467069E+02
13 = C.
12 = C.
II = C.
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ALT
TC= C.385SgCOOE+03
GO IO EC
6 IF(H-16CCCC.)7,6,9
? X=(H-8CCCC.) Ii0000.
P3= -0.I _423133_-03
P2= O. _5676253J--02
PI= -C.hs(]g0213E+00
PC= O. 155756331:+02
T3= -C.1C_62868E+00
T2: G,12311886E+OI
If= 0.12416g13_+02
IC: C. 38525805E+03
GO TO 5C
8 CON TINLE
9 IF( H-175CCC. )10,11,12
I0 CONTINLE
II X:(H-I_CCCC. )ll000O.
P3= C. CCCC
P2= 0. Ie_(ICOCOE-03
P I=-C. 362 _3040E+00
PC: C.12266563E+02
13= C.
12: C.
11= C.
IC= C.50elg0COE+03
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GO [0 50
12 IF(H-2_CECC.)I3_I4fI5
13 X=(H-1750CO.)IIOOOG.
P3= -0.5C57I 7IIE-03
P2 = -C.7145822IE-02
PI= -0.36369539E+OG
PG= G. I [7231871-÷02
[3 = C. 121gO679E+OC
T2= -(].13745684E+01
Tl = -(].2C357/981+0Z
IG= G.SC 155152E÷03
GO TO 50
I_ CON ] INL_
15 IF[H-2SCECC. )16,17,18
16 CONIINLE
17 X=(H-27CCCC. )I.IUOOG.
P3= C.
P2= C.25E(_5(]O6E-O3
P I=-L. EI25LO35E+O0
PC= L. 7 ].(QL6T64E+ 0£
T3= C.
T2= C.
TI: C.
7C: C. 2_COCOF+03
GO TU 5G
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P3=
P2=
PI=
PC=
13=
12--
TI=
IG=
18 IF( H-35CCCO. )I9,20,21
ig X=(H-2SGCCO. )/i0000.
-0. 12243C16E-03
O. 16698582E-Ol
- C. 63252 bI gE+O0
O. 59679151E+OI
-C. 55_B321gE+O0
C.61_g2144f-+O1
C.66193506E+OC
G.26675713E+03
GO TO 50
20 CONIINU-
2I X={H-35CCCO.}/IO00(}.
P3= -(]. 2_3Cg606E-02
P2= G._3jgO852E-OI
PI= -C.43767363E+OG
PC= C.27b_BSB6E+Ol
T3= -C.IC_24336E+OG
T2= O._4C?4361E+OG
II= G.IC253G56E+03
TC: C.4(,38L 341L+03
50 IF( H-2qSCCC. )22,Z2 ,23
22 _M=2_.c. 66
GO 1O 51
23 IF (h- 35CCCC. )24,25,2b
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24 _M=28. g68858- [ O. i I /14744E-01 ) ,X- {0. 1428512B E-02) ,X,K
GO TO 51
25 raM=28. 848527- (0.26963111E-OI )*X- (0. 89303538 E-03 ).X.X
51 PR=(_:XP (({P3*X+P2)*X+PI)*X+PO))IIO00OO.
I_M:((13*X÷I2)*X+TI)*X÷TO
RO: (PR*hM) I( 1545.* IEM)
SOS=SQRI (45. 0436*PR/RC)
FP :[. / I. 1406976E÷ 09* WM/R(]
VB = S(_R I ( 3. 666616616+ O6*Tt M) IWM
CF:V61FP
GRA =I. 3_$4182E+16/(H+2.08555_E÷OI) *-2
RE TURN
31 EH=HI 1COO.
GRA =32.1 54476-. 30205875E-02*HH+. 14679999 E-O6*HH**2+
I, 1_470Cl 5_--1 C*HH** J
IF(H.GE.4.CE÷O5.AND.H. LE,O.OE+OS)GG TO I03
RO=( 6._5E57- .O18412924*HH+.35444925E-35*HH**2÷.34810132E-O7*HH**
I 3 -. 4(] i I _S IE- IO*HH**4+. 13504991 I--I _*HH**5 ) *I .OE- I0
1EM= (-463.84779+2.3771455*HH-.IOgI2773E-32*HH**2-.4_888649E-O5m
I_H**3 +._D449453E-OS*HH**4 -.20ZI/O32E-II*HH**5)*IO.
GO TLI t C I
I00 1EM= (-13b.57836+.61486892*HH-.17_2BIIlE-DZ*HH**2÷.J3321692E-05*
I HH** J+ .73CgOO68E-Od*HH**4-. 12998026 E-I O*HH**5 ) *13 .
IF(H.GE.5.CE+O5)GO 10 I02
It-(H.GE.4.CE÷05.AND.H. LE.4.5_+OD)
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IRO= (814.06891 -3.7215075*HH+.27367839E-O2*HH**2+.49377727E-O5*HH
1"* 3+. 24456 g04E- 08*HH**4-. 12942 786E-10 *HH**5 ) *1.0 E-1O
IF (H.GE.4.5E+05. AND. H. LE. 5. OE+O5 )
IRO= ( 7 E. 8C 5777-. 30072 729'tHH+. 2901859 E-03*HH**2 ) *I .0 E- 10
GO IO lOI
102 RO= (4C.2/4758-.lO063508*HH-.9648607IE-D4.HH**2+.30]I8945E-O6.HH
I** 3+. 13292708E-Og*HH_*4-. 35400673E-I21HH**5 ) wl.3 E-I0
101 SOS=49.2-IEM-*.5
RE TURN
END
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" FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF SUBROUI XNE STARPT
SUBROUTINE STARPTKRHOX,VELtAtXPAS_GX_R_HtGAMXZIDELALPtALPMAX_ I:<p
LGANDUT I XLMV,IDM2 tL) VZDH ,XLO ,XN[ IXN)
COMMON ICDLIA LP t XH tAOL yALX ,A21 ,A3L tA41 t A021 AIL2, AD2 G2t Al2G2t
1AO3,A 1 3t AUCD tAICD ,A2CD tCDC_CD,CL
TAN(X) =SIN (X)/COS[ X)
2326 CALL CDCL
XLD=CL ICD
DM2= (CD*A*RHOX* VE L'VEt)I (2. *XMAS)
TE ST:-DM2* (I • / (DV2DH*VEL+GX))
IF(ABS(IIzSI).Gt-.I.)GO TO 6
GAM 12=AR SIN ( IE ST)
XN= ( VEL** 2*Ct)*A*CO S (GAM[ 2 )*RH(]X)I (2. *XMAS *GX )*( {-XLD+T AN( GAq 12 )
1)*-2_ + ( I.+XLD* TAN (GAMI 2) ) *'2) **.5
IF(XN.GE.XN{)GO TO 2324
6 ALP=ALP+Ut-LALP
IF(ALP.Gt-.ALPMAX)GC TE] 2._25
GO TO 2326
2325 ALP =ALPMA X
CALL CDCL
XLD =CL/CD
DM2= (CD*A*RHUX* VF L*Vt- L) / (2,,*XMA_)
IES T=-UM2* (1. / (D V2OH* VEL+GX) )
[F(A_S(IESTI.GE.L. )GC. TO 2
GAMI2=AR_IN[TEST)
XN=(_EL**Z*CD *A *COS(GAMI2)*RIIE}X)/(2.*XMAS*GX)*((-(LD+TA_I(GAqI2)
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[)*'2 +([.÷XLD *I"AN(GAMI2))**2)**.5
2324 XLMV =CL*RHOX *VEL/2. *A/XMAS
GAMD{.)T = XLMV -(GX/VEL-VEL/(R+H) | *CCS(GAMI1)
IF (GAMDU I.GE. 0.. OR. XN. GE. XNI )GCTC2
5 IK=I
2 RETURN
END
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SUBROUII NiZ RKUTIA (A _XMAS tRtDI-LT pANGD_T _VELDOI" tRHO L_ Glt XLD)
COMMUN ICUN_TIH,DE LH _DE LBGH xV2
COMMON/XINT/GAMII,XN_TWE,JI,AJ,rLME,GAM,XNS,TWES, TIMES,HSAV, V2S
I yALP SA
I,XMASS,XMDOT,LINE ,NREC
COMMUNICDL/ ALP,XM,AOI,AIL,A21,A3L,A41,AO2,AI2, AO2G2t AI2G2,
IAO3,AIJ,AUCD, AICD_AZCD,CDC,CD,CL
XJO=C.
XKO :C.
XLO =G.
CALL DERIVIH,V2tGAP.II tALTDOTtVEI_DGT,ANGDOT_A, XMAS,XJZ)tXK3_XLD,_,
1RHO I,G I, XLD)
XJ I =OE LI* _ELDO T
XK I =DELI*ALTDO I
XL I=DEL T*ANGDOT
CALL DERI_(H+XKI/2.,V2÷XJL/2.,GAMII÷XLL/2.,ALTDOT,VELDOTtANGDZ)T,
IA_XMAStXJI_XKI,XLI _RtRHI].L tGI,XLD)
XJ2= DEL I_VE LDOT
XK2= DELI*ALIDOT
XL2= DEL I*ANGDOT
CALL DERIV(H+XK2/2.,V2+XJ2/Z. _GAMII+XL2/2.,ALTDOT,VELDOT, ANGD3T,
IA_XMAS_XJ2,XK2_XL2_R_RHOL I,GltXLD)
XJ 3=DE L T- vELDOI
XK 3 :bE L I*AL TDO T
XL 3=DEL I*ANGDOT
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CALL DERIV(H+XK3tVZ+XJ3tGAMII÷XL3tALTDI]TtVELDOTtANGDOTtAtXHAStXJ3t
IXK3,XL3tRtRHOltGItXLDI
XJ6= DEL1*VE LDOT
XKQ= DELT*AL TDOT
XL4= DEL I*ANGDOT
V2 = V2 +IXJI÷2.*XJ2+2.*XJ3 + XJ4)/6.
H = H +(XKL+ 2°*XK2 +2.*XK3 +XK4)/6.
GAMII =GAMIIeIXLL+2°*XL2 +2.*XL:_ +XL4)/b.
XMA S=XMA S- XMDOT* XMASS*DE LT
IIME = TIME + DELT
RETURN
END
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5UBROL_IINE DERIV[ALT!TtVELtANGLI:IALTDOTtVELI3OTtANGDOr•A_XMASt_Jt
IXK_ XL_R _RHOX,G X_ XLD)
COMMUNICDL/ ALPtXMIACltAIltA21jA31tA41,AO2tAI2, AO2G2_ AL2G2,
IAO3vAL3_AOCD_ AICD,A2CD_CDC_CDtCL
CALL ALTIALTIT _ RHOXtPR,CFtFPtTEMI,GX_WM, SOSX}
XM= VEL/SUSX
CALL CDCL
XLD=CL ICD
DM =CD mRHOX*VEL*VI-L/Z.*A/XPAS
XLMV= CL*KHOX *VELI2.*A/XMAS
AL TDOT= _EL* SI N(ANGLE)
VELDUI =-UM- GX*SII_(AI_GLE)
ANGDUI =XL_V-{GX/VEL-VELI(R÷ALIIT))*COS(ANGLE)
RETURN
END
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SbBKUL; IIN_- RCON
COMMON ICON_T/H _DF- LH _DE LBGH _V2
COMMUN IXINT/GAMI [ ,XN _TkE t J1 tAJ ,TI ME _GAMt XNS _TN E_ t T IMES_ HSAVt V2S
I ,ALP SA
IIXMA3SvXMDOT_LINE _I_REC
FAK=I,i,CCC3C48
h=H*FAK
DELH=DELH*FAK
DEL_L;H =DL.LBGH*FAK
V2:V2* [1./.3048)
GAM II=GAMI I* o O174532925
RETURN
END
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SUBROU TINE CONV
COMMONICONVTIH ,D_ IH,DE LBGH,V2
COMMON IX INT/GAMI I t XN,TWE ,Jl ,A J, T| ME,GAM, XNS ,TW ES, T IMES, HSAV, V2S
I ,ALP SA
i, XMASS, XMt)OT ,LINE ,_REC
FAC =.CC03G48
H=H*FAC
DELH=DELH*FAC
DELBGH=DI- LBGH*FAC
V2=V2* .3C4B
GAMI I=GAMI I/.0174532925
RE T URN
eND
I01
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SUBRObII NE CDCL
COMMON/CDLI ALP,XM,AOE,AlieA21,A3L,A4I,AO2,AI2,AO2G2,
IAO3,AI3,AOCD_ AICD,A2CD,CDC,CD,CL
ALP =57.2957795*ALP
CLO=.g133E-03
CLALP=+. 4CC5E-02
CLALP2=+. 53E-03
CLALP3=-. 59£-05
XK=+I. IS
COO =. 154
CL = CLO + CLALP *ALP + CLALP2 * ALPeALP 4- CLALP3 * ALP**3
CD=CL)O+XK*CL* ( SIN (ALPt. O174532925) / CCS (ALP*.317_5 32925 ) )
ALP =ALP*. C174532925
RE I bgN
_-ND
AI2G2,
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SUBROI_II N£ CDCL
COMMON/CDL/ ALP,XM,AOI,AII,A2[,A31,A4I,AO2,AI2,AO2G2, AI2G2,
IAO3,AI3,AOCD, AICD,AZCD,CDC,CD,CL
ALP =57.2_57795*ALP
CLO =-. 9543E-04
CLALP = +.308317E-02
CLALP2= +.40482E-0_
CLALP3 =-. 2743E-05
XK=+.gI4
CD0=.C35
CL = CLO + CLALP *AlP + CLALP2 • ALPtALP + CLALP3 * ALP**3
CD=CDO+XK*CL* ( SIN (ALP*.OI74532925)/COS (ALP*.OI74532925))
ALP =ALP*. C].74532925
RE T L,_,N
END
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C
SUBROb IINE C{]CL
COMMONJCDL/ ALP,XM,AOI,AI[,A21,A31,A41,A{]2,AI2,AO2G2, A[2G2,
1AO3,AI3,AOCD, AICD,AZCDtCDC,CD,CL
ALP =57.2957795*ALP
CLALP = AOI + AII*XM + A2[ *XP**2 ÷ A3[ *XM**3 + A4I *XM**4
IF( XM.GE.4.)CLALP=.OI3
IF( XM-2. )1,2,2
I CLALP2 =÷A02 + AI2 *XM
GO TO 3
2 CLALP2 = A{]ZG2 ÷ AI2G2 eXP
3 CLALP3= A03 + AI3 mXM
CL = CLALP *ALP + CLALP2 *ALP*ALP + CLALP3 *ALP *'3
CL=CLALP*ALP+C LALP2*ALPmALP-.065
CDO= AOCD ÷ AICD * XM ÷ A2CD aXMmXM - .000406242-XM**3÷.{]00016449
1 _* XM** 4
CDO =AOCD
ALP =ALP*. C174532925
CD = CDU + CDC wCL *( SIh(ALP)/C{]S(ALP))
RE TURN
END
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• FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF SUBROUTINE OTPJT
13
5L
11
SUBROL liNt _ OTPUT
COMMON ICONVTIH ,DE LH tDELBGH iV2
COMMONIXINT/GAMIIeXN,TWE,JI,AJ,TIME_GAM,XNStTWES,TIMES, HSAVtV2S
I ,ALP SA
} _XMA SS, XMDOT ,LI NE ,I_REC
COMMON/CDL/ ALP_XM,AGL,ALL,A2L,A_L_A4I_AO2,AI2_AO2G2_ AL2G2_
IAO3,AIJ,AOCD, AICD,AZCO_CDC,CD_CL
COMMUNICASE/MCASES,NWRITE,JJ,NEWCAS_NSKIP, IBAC
DIMENSION XJ(I80) ,'_J(LSO)
IF(ICONT-Z4) II,II_L3
IF (N_R IIE .EQ.I }
IWRI I_ ( _, 5L)
ICONI=C
FORMAT(LHL,II 9H TIMEtI2X,SHGAMMA, L2Xt8MVELOCITI, 9X,8HALTITJDE
LtgX,_HG LOADING ,8 X ,I IH TE MPERATURE,6X,5 HALPHA)
GAM =GAM/. CI745329
ALP SAV=ALPSA V/. OI 7v,53Zg
ALP =ALP/. El 7/*532 9
GAMII=GAMIl/.OI745329
iF(JI.E{Q.I)GO IU 2C0
JL=I
ICONI=C
|F(NSKIP.tQ.I)GO IE 22
NSKIP=I
J2=SC./AJ
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C AJ IS THE INIERVALS [C PRINT OUT, J2 IS THE
XK=O.
DO I l=l,18O
XJ( I )=C.
YJ{ I )=C.
I CON IINLE
DO 2 I =2t J2
XK=XK+AJ
X J{ l )=XK
Y J( I }=-XK
2 CONIINLE
22 CON TINLE
V2:VZ* .3C48
H=H*.OCC3C48
STAR I=-5_.
WRIIt-(4)MCASES,SIART,KEDE tLIfiE,V2_HtTIME,XN
IBAC =IBAC+I
IF(N_R IIE.Eq.1 )
I_RITEIe,52) TIME,GAMII,V2,H,X_,IW_,ALP
52 FORMAT(LHC,14HSTARII_G POINI,//IEL7.8// )
NREC=NREC+I
I_=H* { I.I.CC0304;d)
V2=VZ* {l.l. 3C48 )
DO iii l=I,J2
IF(GAM[I.LT. YJ(I ) - A_D- GAFf I. GT. y J{ I+l )
NJMBER OF
)GO TO 8
INTERVALS.
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IF(GAMI I.GI. XJII )
Ill CON TINLE
NEWCAS=I
WR I T_ ( (;,5CO) GAMI I ,IVCASES
8 JJ=I
50 FORMAT(IHC 7E17.8)
? GAMII=GAMIl*.OI/45329
ALP =ALP*. C 174532.9
ALP SAV=ALPSA V*. 017453_9
L,AM -= _AN =. Gi.'_532_
RETURN
200 IF(GAM|I.GI.O.|GO 10 250
00 IC I=l_J2
IF(GAMI I.LT. YJ {I )
IO CUN TINLE
NEWCAS=_
_R I TE( E, 5CC)GAMI I ,MCASES
.AND. GAMII.LT.XJ(I+I) )GO TO 8
.AND.GAMII.GI. YJ(I÷I) )GO TO 202
500 FORMATI(_IHC THE AbSOLbTE VALUE CF GAMMA BECAME GREATER [HA_ 90 DE
IGREE S, 3X,E 17.8 IbX,bHMCASE S tJX, [.3)
GO TO 7
202 IF((GAMII.GT.O..AND.GAP. LT.O.)._R.(GAMII.LT.O..AND.GAM-GT.O-))G] T
Ii) 8CC
IF(JJ.L_.I)GO [0 7
800 JJ = I
GO IO 4CC
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25O
I2
251
801
4OO
DO 12 I=l,J2
IF(GAMII.GI. XJ|I)
CON IINIE
WR I IF (E, 5CC) GAMI I, MCASES
NEWCA S=I
GO IO 7
.A_D. GAMII.L/.XJ(I+I) )GO TO 251
IF[[GAMII.G/.O..AND._APoLI. O.)._R. {GAMII.LT._..AND. GAM.GI.O.))G]
IO 801
IF(JJ.E_.I)GO TO 7
JJ=I
GO TO 40 I
GX=YJ [I) -GAM
GY=GAM-GANI l
IF[ GY.LI.C. )GX=YJ (I+l) -GAt'
VEL =( V2 S+GX/GY_ [V2 S-_2) ) _. 3U48
H2=(HSAV+GX/GY* (HSAV-H))*.O003048
XNX=(XNS+GX/GY* (XNS-XN) )
[WEX=(IWES+GX/GY*(IWES-TWE))
IIM =IIMJ- S÷GX/GY* (TI M_-S-TI ME}
ALPX:ALPSAV+GX/GY*(ALPSAV-ALP)
IF(GY.LI.C.)GO IO ?I
IF(N_RI iE.EQ.I)
IWR ITL (6,5C)TIM,YJ (I) ,VE L,H2 ,XNX,TWEX, ALPX
KODE =6
_RI Ii-(4)MCASE S,YJ [I ) ,KCDE ,LI NE,VtL,H2,T IM, XNX
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71
_OL
IBAC=IBAC+I
NREC=NREC+I
ICONI= IC{JNI+I
GO I0 7
IF(NWRI IE.EQ.I)
L_RI IE( _, 5{;)TIM,YJ(I÷L )
ICON I= ICLJNT÷I
KODE=I
tVEL,H2 •XNX _TWEX tALPX
hwRIIE(_IMCASES_YJ(I+L) oKCDEtLIkt-_VEL_H2tTIMfXNX
IBAC=IBAC+I
NREC =NR_-C÷ I
GO lO -/
GX=XJ (I) -GAM
GY =GAM-GAtA II
IF{ GY.GT. C. )GX=XJ{I÷L ) -GAM
VEL =( V2S+GX/GY_. {V2 S-V2 ))_,.3048
H2= (HSAV+GX/GY* (HSAV-H)) *.000]048
XNX=( XNS÷G X/GY* (XNS-XN) )
IWEX=(IhE_+G_/GYe{IWES-TWE))
ALP X=ALP SA_÷GXIG ¥i.(ALPSAV-ALP)
IIM=IIMt: S÷GX/GY* {TI MES-TI ME)
IF(GY.GI.C.)GO TO 78
IF (N_R I IL.EQ. I)
IWR I I_-(6_ 5C) [IMt XJ(1) _VE LtH2 ,XNX ,I'WEX, ALPX
ICON I= ICUNT+I
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KODE=O
WRITE(4}MCASES,XJ(1) ,KCDE,LINE,VEL,H2tTIM_XNX
IBAC =IBAC÷I
NREC:NREC+I
GO TO 7
IF( N_R ITE.EQ. I )
IWRI Tk I 6,5G) TIM, XJ (I÷I) ,VE l _H2 ,XNX,TWEX, ALPX
ICONI= ICONT+I
KODE=I
WRIIE(4)MCASES_XJ(I+I) tKODE,LIKE,VEL,H2tTIMtXNX
IBAC=IBAC*I
NREC =NREC+I
GO TO 7
FND
II0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX A
CAL- COMP PLOTTER
Plotter Program
The Cal-Comp plotter is a digital plotter having the capability of a
graph that is thirty inches by one hundred and twenty feet. This plot size
is accomplished by moving the pen along one axis and moving the graph
paper over a roller in a direction perpendicular to the pen movement. Thus
a line drawn from one point to another requires the movement of both pen
and paper.
A controlling computer program was written to call the plotter sub-
routines as required. The controlling program takes the output from the
main abort flight corridor computer program and generates a plot tape for
the Cal-Comp 570 plotter in low density (Z00 BPI). The subroutines are
utilized to draw the axes, label the axes, choose the correct scale for
each axis, and plot the graph. A separate subroutine was written for
each function to facilitate the programming.
Plotter Program Input
The input for the plotter program is the output tape from the main
abort flight corridor. At Brown Engineering Company, Inc., this input
is placed on channel C logical unit Z. The input cards required are:
Card Number
1
2
3
through
number
Definition Format
The number of cases to be plotted I3
The number of positive flight path angles
to be plotted 13
The value of the positive flight path angles
to be plotted; one angle per card FI0.0
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Card Number Definition Format
Last
Card
The last card will contain the limits of Y.
There are three limits of Y that are used,
columns 1-10 will contain small Y maxi-
mum, columns 11-20 will contain medium
Y maximum, columns 21-30 will contain
large Y maximum
Plotter Program Output
The output from the plotter program is a plot tape that is used on
the Cal-Comp 570 plotter. In order to save computer time if a multiple
reel output occurs, two tape drives are reserved for the plot tapes. On
the IBM 7040 computer at Brown Engineering Company, Inc. , unit C3
is the primary unit and C2 is the secondary unit. At the NASA Computa-
tion Center, Marshall Space Flight Center, unit B5 is the primary unit.
The output tapes must be generated in low density (200 BPI) for the Cal-
Comp 570 plotter at Brown Engineering Company, Inc. Several represen-
tative plots are presented in Appendix B.
Two other plotter programs were written to utilize other plotters.
These programs are compatible with the EAI 3440 and EAI 3400 plotters.
The EAI 3440 plotter is located in the Army Computation Center, Redstone
Arsenal, and the EAI 3400 plotter is located in the NASA Computation
Center, Marshall Space Flight Center. The programs to generate the
tapes necessary for these plotters may be obtained from the Scientific
Programming Section, Brown Engineering Company, Inc.
Plotter Operation
The initial origin, or reference point, of the plotter is assumed
to be at the righthand corner of the paper with the positive X-axis along
the length of the paper (120') and the positive Y-axis along the height of
the paper (30"). After the first plot, the origin of each new axis is
automatically spaced on the paper.
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Each time a new origin is defined, a block address is automatically
written on tape, starting with (1) and incrementing by (1) each time. These
block addresses are used by the plotter to locate the plots on the tape. They
are displayed for the operators use. Due to the possibility of a plot or a
series of plots requiring more than one reel of tape, a block address of
999 is written at the beginning and end of each reel of tape. This address
at the beginning of the tape permits the restart of a continuation tape. The
address at the end of the tape tells the operator there are no more plots.
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1.2
L6
DIMENSION X(SOO),Y(SOO)tBUFFER(5OOO),SEL{50)
DIMENSION KTR(IO0}
DIMENSIONXI([O0) t_L(lO0)
REW IND 2
CALL PL015 (BbFFER, _OOO)
CALL FACIE)R (i./2.540005)
READ( 5,L2)NCASE
READ{S,I2)NPTS
FORMAT ([ 3)
NN=C
00 L_ L=L,NPIS
READ (5,LI) SEL(L)
JJ =NP T S+L
_EL (JJ)=- EEL (L)
NPI S2:NP 1S+NPTS
READ {5 ill ) YSMAL tYMED, ¥LARG tXSMAL tXLARG_XMED
II FORMA I (6FIC. G)
YS=YSMAL
2 CONTINLE
CO _ JI=I,NCASE
DO z_5 KI=I,2
_0 45 I=I,ICC
45 KTR([)=C.
XM=C.
XS=C.
I17
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2O
21
I000
YM -0.
Xl =(}.
YL=C.
MCASES=C
I=I
X(1)=O.
Y(I)=C.
DO IC M=I,80CO
READ{ 2)MCASE ,GAMtK IL_XXtYY_TtXI_
IF {MCA SE .NE. MCA SE S. AND. MCASES. hE.O. CR. GAM. EQ.2.. AND.GAMS .N E. 2. )GO
110 15
O0 ;C II=I,NPTS_
IF(GAM.EQ.SEL{[I))GC TC 21
CONIINLt
GO IO ICCC
I=I+I
WRI IE(_L)XX _YYeGAMtPCASE
FORMAT(IH ,3FI0.2 ,IIO)
Xil)=X_
Y( I )=Y¥
IF(Y{I).GI.230.) YL=_LARG
IF(Y(I).GI.120..AND. Y{I).LE.230-)YM=YMED
IF(L,AMS.NE.GAM.OR.I<S. RE. K)/_N=Nf_+I
KTR(NN)=KIR(NN)+L
CON IiNLE
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I0
15
[25
_Sg
KS=K
GAM $ =GAM
MCA SE S=MCASE
CDN l INLt
BACK SPACE 2
X| I+2}:I[CC0.
X(I+I}=C.
DO 125 K2=2,1
X([÷I)= AMAXI(XIK2) ,X{I+[))
X(I+Z):AMINI (X{K2) ,X([+2))
CON 11N LE
IA:(;_(I+2)-2CO.}/IGO.
X( I+2}:[A*IOC
IF(KI.E_.I)
IXMIN= _(I+2)
IB={x(I+I}+ICO.)/ICO.
X{ I+1)=18"I(3(]
IF(K1.EQ.2)GC TO 889
DELIA = _(I+I)-XlI+2)
IF(DtL IA.LE. 1900. )DX=50.
IF {DtL |A .G 1. 1900,, . AND. DI LTA. LE. 3800 . )DX= I00 .
IF (DLL IA .L_I. 3800, )DX=200.
CON I IN LE
GAM S =GAM
KS=K
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MCA SE S =MCA SE
i_2=I÷I
N=I
X(N2) =AMAXI ( _S_ XM, XL)
Y(N2)=AMA_[(_S,YM,_L)
IF(KI.E(Q.2)GO TO 885
CALL SCALE(XIN2) mY(N2) tDXtDY,XPINtYMIN)
885 CONIINLE
CALL AXI. _ ( C.O_ 0°0_ BCD_0t 25°0t 90.Dr YMINI DY)
CALL AXIS ( C.O, O°O, BCDt-lt 3B.Ot 0.0_ XMINt DX)
O0 3C N| :ItN
X(NI)=XINI+I)
30 YINI)=_C(NI+I)
NI=I
DO 4_ MI:IINN
MM=K IR (MI)
DO _E M2=I,M_
XI(M2) = X(NI)
YIIM2)= _(NI)
N i:_ I+ l
_8 CON IIN L_-
CALL LINE_ (XI,YII KTR|Iu_), I, 01 II_ XMIN, DX,
47 CUNIINLL
IF(KI.E_Q./)CALL PLCT(O.O,35.0,-3)
NN=/
120
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49 CONIINLE
CALL PLOI (50.0_-35.0 _-3)
46 CON IINL£
REWIND 2
CALL E xl I
END
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SIJBROL lINE SCALE (A ,B ,DX,DY,XMI h,YMI _)
YMIN:C.
IF(B.EQ.L,cS.)DY:5.
IFIB.E_. 25C. )DY=IO.
IF(B.EQ. SCC. )DY=20.
RETbRN
END
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SbBRLJ b 11 Nl" LINE S (X ,Y,N IK, J,L,XPI N_OX,YMINt DY)
X IS IHE NAPE CF THE ARRAY CF UNSCALED ORDINATE VALUES.
Y IS IHE NAPE CF THE ARRAY EF UNSCALED ABCISSA VALUES.
N 1S IHE NLPBER OF PCINTS IN THE ARRAY
K IS IHE REPEAT CYCLE CF A MIXEG ARRAY {NORMALLY=I).
J IS THE ALIERNATE _UMBER CF BATA POINT TO PLDr A SYMBDL.
J = 0 F CR A LIRE PLCT,
J NE_AII_E FOR A PCI_I PLCT,
J POSAIIYE FOR A LI_L PLET WITH POINIS SJP_'KL_VUStO
J =I FOR PCINI EVERY DATA PCINT, J=2 FOR POINT EVERY
01HER DATA FCIt_T,LTC.
L IS AN INTEGER DkSCR|BTNG SYMBGL TO BE JSED.
XMIN IS THE _MALLEST VALUE IN THE X ARRAY.
UX IS IHE X SCALE I_CREMi_T PER UNIT.
YMII_ IS 1HE SMALL_'ST VALUE IN THE Y ARRAY.
L)Y iS THE Y SCALE IRCR_ME_T PER UNIT.
1H_ VAL_ES ARE SCALEU BY THe FCRMULAS
X=(X-XMIN) IDX Y: {Y-Y_I_w)IDY
NO =N*K ÷ l-_,
I)IME_SION )c(1) ,Y(1)
CALL OFF _E I{XMI N,D_ ,'YP[N _DY)
lJ=l_
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2O
3O
CALL ¼FIERE ( XN, YN)
12=-1
XN=XN*DX+XMI N
YN = YN*D Y+¥MIN
DXI=AB _ (X{ I)-XN)
DYI=AB _ {Y(I )-YN)
OX2=A6 S( X(NO|- XN)
DY2=AB s( _ (NO)- YN)
DXI=AMAX! (DXI,DYI l
DX2=AMAXL (DX2,DY2)
KK=K
N T= IAt_ _(J)
NA= (N- I)/NT
NA =NA* N 1 +NI+ I-N
IF (DXI.L, I.DX2)GU
NO= I
KK=-KK
NA =N l
NV=12
i_k=-2
KL=2
IF{J)3C,4C,SC
NV= 1 3
_ k,=- i
KL=I
TE 20
IZ4
FLJRTRAN IV PREGRAI u LISTING CF SUBROUTINE LINES
50
60
65
70
75
80
qO
GO TO 5G
NA=NP
DO gC I:I,N
IF(NA-NT)C5,60,70
CALL SYMBOL{ (X(NO)-XMIh}IDXt{YINE)-YMIN)IDYtO.OB,LtO.O_ I2}
NA:I
GU IU
GO I0
CALL PL01
NA :NA+ 1
13=N_
12:N_
NO=N(J-KK
R E ILRN
END
_C
{_ 5 _'/0)_KL
(X {NO) ,Y {I_C),I:_)
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SbBROLIINE AXIS (X,'rtBCD_NC,SIZEt[HEIA,YMIN_DY)
SIG = I.G
IF(NC) Lt2,2
l _IG=- I.C
2 NAC=IA8 S (NC)
IH=IHEIA*C.017453294
N = SIZE ÷ 0.50
CTH : CU_ (IH)
STH : SIN (IH)
IN :N
XB = X
YB : Y
XA : X- C.I * SIG * STH
YA : Y + C.L * SIG * CTH
CALL PLOT (XA,YA,3)
DO 2C I :I,N
CALL PLOT (XB,YBt2)
XC = XB * C TH
YC : Y_ + STH
CALL PLOT (XC,_C,2)
XA = XA ÷ C IH
YA : YA * SIH
CALL PL01 (XA,YA,2)
XB : XC
20 YB = YC
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ADY = OY
ABSV = ¥MIN + ADY _ Ti_
EXP = C.C
IF ( ADY ) 9,18,9
g IF ( ADY-IOG. O ) I0,12,12
12 AOY : AOtr / 10.0
ABSV = ABSV / I0.0
EXP = EXP + 1.0
GO IO S
l_ ADY : ADY • I0.0
ABSV = A_S_ * I0.0
LXP = EXP - l.O
lO iF ( ABY- 0.01 ) 14,18,I8
18 XA : X8- (.20 * SIG - .05) *SfH - .3857 * CTH
YA = Y_ + (.20 * SIG - .05) e CTH - .085/ i STH
N = N + I
CO 3C I = I,N
CALL NLMSER (XA,¥A,O.I ,ABSVt[HEIA,2)
AFISV = A8_ - ADY
XA : XA - C IH
30 YA = YA- S IH
INC = NAC + 7
XA = X + (SIZE / 2.0 - 0.06 * INC)mCTH - (-.Ol + SIG *.40)*STH
YA = Y + (SIZE / 2.0 - O.Ob * rNC)*STH + (-.07 + SIG *.40)*CTH
CALL SYMLIOL (XAtYAtO. L4tBCD,IHt[A,NAC}
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XA = XA +((I"NC -6.0) • O. IZ)_. C[H
YA = YA +((TNC -6.(J) • 0.12)• STH
IF (cXP) 35,50,35
35 CALL SYNBOL {XA_YAtO. I_,IH(XIO
XA = XA ,I.._8 t CTH -.07 i. $TH
YA = YA + ._.8 a. STH +.07 ,i CTH
IF (EXP) _Ct50,40
40 CALL NLMBER IXA,VA_O. IO,EXP,THETA,-I)
50 RE TL_KN
END
) tTHETAo? )
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CNUMBER FORIRAN _ERSION CCPTRIGHT L964 CALIFORNIA COMPJTER PRODUCTS.
C
_bBREJLI|NE NLMBER [Xt_fiGHTIFPhpTHETA_N)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
WHERE- X,Y
HGHT
FPN
IS THE CCORDINAT_ OF LCWER LEFT CORNER OF THE FIRST
DIGIT OF OLTPUT.(X,Y) IS IN FLOATIN POINT PAGE INCHES,
I S THE HEIGHT OF THE PLCTTED NdMBER. [ FLOATING INCHES)
IS THV FLOATING PCII_T NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED.
THEIA IS THE ANGLE CI_ THE PAGE FOR THE NUMBER.
N I _ THE hUMBER DECIM,_L DIGITS FOR OUTPJT. A [-1) VALUE
WILL S_PPRbSS THE DECIMAL PCINT.
IFPN =AB_ (FPN) * 1.0(]C,0002
XT : X
YT = Y
IF (FPN) LC_GO,20
1C CALL S'_MLIUL [XT,YTIHGHTtlH-sTHLTA_I)
XT =-C.C
YT =-C.C
2G I = C.4343 * ALOC;|IFPN) + l.O
IF (1) 5C,5C_30
30 CO '_C J = l,I
K = 1FPt_ * I0.0 _* (J-I)
CALL S_NBOL (XT,_T,HGHI_K*Z*I'3OtTHETAtl)
TFPN = IFPN- FLCAT (K * 10 *. (I-J))
1Z9
FURIRAN IV PRCGRA_ LISTIhG GF SUBROUTINE NUMBER
1,0
Xl = -C.C
YT =-C.C
IF {N÷l) EC_,B0tSO
50 CALL S_MbGL (XT,YTtHGHTtlH. tlHETAtl)
IF (N} 8Ct80,60
60 DO 7C I : I jN
XT = -C.C
YT =-C,C
K : IF PN * I O.O
CALL SYMBOL (XTt_TIHGHTtKI2**._OITHETAtI)
70 1FPN : TFPN * IO°O- FLOAT (K)
80 RE TI_RN
90 CALL SVMBIJL (XTeYT_HGHT,[3HO°O000000000 _THETAtZ÷N}
K E 1 I_KN
END
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ENTRY PLOT
EN TR Y PLO 1S
ENTRY WHERE
EN TRY OFF _E 1
EN TR Y FAC 1OR
REM
REM FORTRAN LINKAGE
REM
REM CALL PLOTS (DATA , n )
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM CALL PLOT (X,_,IC)
REM
DATA IS THE LECATICn EF A WERK REGION FOR PLOT ROUTINE
N IS IHE NLMBER GF WI]RDS In THIS WORK REGION
REM
REM
REM
REM
R EM
RE_4
REM
REM
RE_I
REM
PLOTTER IS IC MOVE TE.
Y IS IHE LOCATICk CF THE FLCATII_G POINT BATA POINT THAT
PLOTTER IS TC MOVE TO.
IC IS A SIGNED FIXED PEIMT INTEGER. A POSIFI_/E IC IS
NORMAL. A hEGATIVE IC IvEAf_S - ESTABLISH A NEW
REFERENCE POINT. CR STERE ZERO IN CURRENT PEN
POSITION AFTER MOVING TE (X,Y) IN LINKAGE.
IC IS EQLAL TC N+K-WHERE N = 3 FOR PEN JP
AND N = 2 FER PER UC_I_. -WHERE K =3 TO INDICATE
IHE VALt.ES [_ {X,Y) _RE PHYSICAL PAGE DIMENSIONS
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REM X IS IHE LOCATICI_ CF THE FLOATING POINT DATA POINT THAT
MAP LISTING GF DECK PLCT6
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
WHEN K = lO , THIS INDICATES SCALE FACTORS
PROVIDED THROUGH FACTOR ENTRY ARE TO BE USED TO
COMPLTE PLCITER MOVE. IF IC EXCEEDS 13 IHIS
MEANS TO EMPTY WGRK WEGION AND WRITE BLOCK
ADDRESS CF 999. TWO END _F FILES ARE WRITTEN
REM CALL OFFSE1 (XOFFtXFAC,_OFFtYFAC)
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM CALL FACIOR(FACTOR)
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
Rt_M
REM
REM
REM CALL WHERE (X,Y)
REM
XOFF IS LOCATI£N OF FLOATING POINT X OFFSET.(XMI_}
XFAC IS LOCATILN CF FLOATIhG POINT X SCALE FACTOR.( DR )
YOFF IS LOCATION CF FLOATING PCINT Y OFFSET.(YMI_)
YFAC IS LOCATION (_F FLCATIhG POINT Y SCALE FACTOR.{DY)
IHE SIZE OF THE GRAPH IS SCALED BY THE VALJE FACTOR
IF FACTOR=2.0 THE GRAPH WILL BE TWICE NORMAL SIZE
IF FACTOR IS ONCE CALLED THE CHANGE WILL RE.qAIN
LNTIL FACICR IS CALLEC AGAIN.
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REM
REM
REM
U;WITI SYN
U_ IT 2 SYN
OFFSET SAVE
CLA*
STO
CLA*
TN Z
CLA
STO
CLA*
STO
CL A*
IN Z
FONE
WHERE
X ANt) _ ARE CLRRE_I PLCTIER P(]SITICN SUPPLIED BY PLOT
ROLIINE IO SbBRO_IINE MAKIhG THE CALL.
S.SLC4
S.SLG3
PRIMARY U_IT C3
SECE_DARY UNIT C2
3t4
XOFF
4,4
*+2
FL)NE
XFACI
5,4
YUFF
Et4
CLA FONE
STO YEACI
RETURi_ OFF SE I
DEC I.C
SAVE
REM
CLA PLNX
ORA FKF
FAD FKF
FOP K ICC
PICK UP X CFFSET (XMIN)
PICK UP X FACTER (CX)
TRANSFER IF OX IS NON ZERO
SET FACIER TE ENE IF ZERO ENCOJNTERED
PICK UP Y CFFSET (YMIN)
PIC_ UP Y FACTCR (DY)
IRAhSFER IF I]Y IS NON ZERO
SEI FACTEM TC EKE IF ZERO ENCOJNTERED
RETURk F_CM CFFSET ENTRY
PICK UP FIXED PEN X * i03
MASK CK FLCATING CHARACTERISTIC
NLH_ALI L_ PER X
CE_PUIE PAGE COCRDINATE
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srg* 3,4
REM
CLA PENY
ORA FKF
FAD FKF
FDP K leo
STQ* 4,4
REM
RETURN WHERE
REM
FACTDR SAVE
LDQ* 314
FMP RFICG
STO KICC
RE TURN FAC fOR
RFIO0 DEC 2CO.
R_M
REM
REM
REM
PLOTS SAVE 1,2
CLA bbl_
STA BLFI
CLA AAA
STA 6 LF 2
AXT 5CC,4
PUT CURRENT X VALUE INTO LINKAGE
PICK UP FIXED PEN Y * I3O
MASK EN FLOATING CHARACTERISIIC
NORMALIZE PEN Y
COMPUTE PAGE COORDINATE
PUT CURRENT Y VALUE INTO LINKAGE
RETURN FROM WHERE ENTRY
PICK UP FACTOR
IWt_LTIPL¥ FACTOR BY 203.
STORE FOR USE IN CALCLJLATING INTEGER
RETURN FRCM FACTOR ENTRY
CHANGE RFICO TE IO0. FCR CALCOMP 550,565 PLU[I'ERS
CHANGE RFICO TC 200. FOR CALCOMP 564,566 PLOTTERS
CHANGE RFICO TE 254. FOR CALCOMP 506.53]' PLOTTERS
SET UP FIRST CATA BUFER
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TXI *+I,4_-2
PXD Or4
COM
STD FLI_T
NXT
STD FLI
CLA
STO
CLA
STO
Tc V
IOSKP
MZE
PZE
CLA
LDQ
STO
ST_
AXT
TSX
PZE
CLA
LUO
STO
STQ
AXT
ENI 1L
UN I1
UNI 12
SWI ICH
S.!onP ;A.
RhNDtC
UNI 1
NXT,O,NXT
ABS
KS_
A_S
-IC,2
IRk ,Q
STARTLE,7
AbS
Kc.G_
K r_cjc
ABS
-_=_2
TSX TRWt
ADJUST COUNT FOR END OF BJFER TESTS
PUT ADJUSTED COUNT IN DECREMENT
COMPUTE BUFER FULL TEST COUNT
STERE I_ FIRST FULL TEST
STERE I_ SECEND FULL TEST DECREMENT
RFWIND TAPE TE READY JNIT
SEI _LECK ADDRES TO 99g
WRITE BLECK AEDRESS
RETURN F.LCCK ADGRESS TO ONE"
SET INDEX TC TAPE WRITE COUNT
TRANSFER TC TAPE WRITE
NAP LISTIhG CF DECK PLI_T6
PZE SIARTt(_, 1
TSX TRHt4
PZE FOIJRS_ G t3
AXT Or2
RSET CLA DAD,2
STO* BEJF [
STO* BUF2
TXI *-÷l, 2 _- 1
TXH RSE, I,2,-3
X2 RETURN PL01S
REM
PLOT SAVE 1,2
REM
CLA* 3,
STU LX
CLA* 4, 4
STO L Y
CLA* 5, 6
ALS IE
STO EPE
PDX 7,6
TIX SC,6,1C
RSC AXT 2,6
LD_) LX
FMP K ICE
STO YPL TC
BLCCK ADORES TAPE WRITE DATA
TRANSFER TG TAPE WRITE
NE IhFCRPATIEN RECORD DATA
LEAD INDEX FOR SET UP OF CONTROL CHAR
PICK UP PLET SYNC COI]ES
STERE IhTC FIRST BUFER REGION
STERE I hiE SECOND BUFER REGIO_I
CHANGE STERE COUNT
GE BACK THREE TIMES
PICK UP NEW X VALUE X
PICK UP NEW Y VALUE
PICK UP PEN,PICTURE, FACTOR INDIC,
PLACE PEN INDICATOR IN DECREMENT
SAVE FCR EkD CF PICTURE TEST
SET INDEX ECUAL TO IC
TRAhSFER IF INDICATOR GREATER 3
DIVIDE hEW X BY PLOTTER STEP SIZE
SAVE SIGN CF NEW X {CR Y) TEMPORARY
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SSP
FAD P CC5
ARS 1
ANA MASK
LOG YPL TC
LLS 0
STO YPL IC
SUfi PENX+2,4
SLW DX+2t4
I 13_ PX+2,4
TPL * *2
LD_) MX+2,4
STQ XPL TC÷2,4
CLA YPL TC
STO PENX+2,4
STQ YPL IC
REM
LOQ LY
TIX R_C÷2,4,1
REM
CL A XPL TC
ADD YPL TC
STD XYPL lC
ARS LE
STL] XYPL TC+I
CLA XPL TC
FIX AT B34 ANC ROUND
TRUNCATE RCUNCED NO. NOW 835.
ELIMINATE CHARACTERISTIC
BRING SIGh II_TO MQ
RESTORE ORIGINAL SIGN To NEW ( (OR Y)
SAVE kEh X (OR Y)
COMPUTE DELTA X AND CELTA Y
SAVE DX AI_D DY
PICK UP PLUS X CHAR (OR Y)
SKIP I_EXT INSTRUCTION IF DX PLJS (/RY
PICK UP MINUS X PLOT CHAR (OR Y)
STERE CfCRRECT X PLOT CHAR (OR Y)
SET PENX TE MEW X ANC PENY TO NEW ¥
SAVE LASI Y PLOT CHARACTER
PICK UP hEW Y
RETUR_ FOR Y CALCULATION
PICK UP INCOMPLETE X PLOT CHARACTER
CCIvPUTE CCMBINEC PLOT CHARACTER
SAVE COMBINED CHARACTER
SHIFT CLIvBINED CHAR. I_TO LOaER HALF
SAVE SECCI_D H_LF FOR LOOP
PICK UP INCGI_PLETE X PLOT CHARACTER
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NAP LISTIIwG CF DECK PLOT6
SK IP
ADD YNOP
STO XPL TC
ARS IE
STO XPL TC+I
REM
CLA DX
SUB D Y
TPL SKIP
CLA DX
LD{} DY
ST{} OX
STO D¥
REN
CLA YPLTC
ADD XNOP
STO XPL TC
ARS 1_
STO XPLTC÷I
REM
LXA DXt_
TXL E_ITt4_c
REM
CLA DY
ALS IS
STD RATIO
STD RAT2
CEMPLETE X PLOT CHARACTER
SAVE XPLCT CHARACTER FOR LOOP
SHIFT X PLCT CHAR. INTO LOWER dORD HA
SAVE FC_ EUTPUT LOOP
CCMPARE ABSELUTE DX TO ABS.DY
SKIP IF ABSCLUTE DX IS BIGGEST
INTERCHANGE DX AND CY
SUBSTITUTE Y PLOT CHAR. FOR X
CCPPLETE Y PLET CHARACTER
SHIFT Y PLET CHAR, INTO LOWER WORD HA
SAVE LOWER HALF FOR OUTPJT LOOP
II_DEX 4 IS COUNT FOR LOOP
EXIT IF NC MCVE RE{}UIRED
PICK UP SMALL MCVEMENT COJNT
DCUBLE DY AhD PLACE IN DECREMENT
SET UP RATIC IN INCREMENT LOOP
S_-T UP RATIO IN INCREMENT LOOP
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MAP LISTING CF DECK PLOT6
RTR_
SLC
PUFF
ENDT
BUF4
FL T
CLA DX
ALS IS
STD TEST
STD TES2
REM
LXD EPE_2
CLS PZP
TXH PENI_P ,2,2
TMI AL2
AXT 15,4
LDQ PNDN
STO P ZP
STQ PMOVE
LXD SVX2, 2
CLA POSIND
TM I P LFF
CL S PMOVE
SLW. I_UF [
TNX OOTt 4, I.
CLA PMOVE
STA* bLF I
TXI FLI,2,-I
TSX TRW,4
PZE **ID,C
TAI AL2, Ct**
TXL ENOT,2,-I
PICK UP DX
DCUBLE DX AND PUT IN DECREMENT
SET UP GECREMENT ON COMBINED TEST
SET UP DECREMENT FOR COMBINED MOVE TE
PICK UP PEN MCVE COMMAND(IC)
PICK UP CURRENT PEN POSITION.
TRANSFER CN PEN UP COMMAND.
TRAhSFER IF PEN IS ALREADY DO,JN
THIS I_ PFN DOWN DELAY COUNT
PICK UP PEN DCWN PLOT CHARACTER
RESET PEN PCSITCN INDICATOR
SAVE PEh I_CVE CHARACTER
PICK UP CURRENT POSITION STORE COUNT
PICK UP INDIC_TER UPPER HALF SORE
PICK UP PEN MOVE COMMAND
STERE PEN CC_'MAND IN LEFT aORD HALF
GEl CUT IF DELAY COUNT E<HAUSTED
PICK UP CCMPLET DOUBLE PEN MU#E
STCR LCI_ER HALF PEN MOVE
I NCREMNT STCREAGE COUNT
TRANSFER TC WRITE TAPE
PLET INFCRMATION LINKAGE TO TAPE
FCRGEI REST CF DELAY COUNT EOR ENOUGH
TkST FCR FULL BUFFER
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aNAP LISTING CF DECK PLInTh
TIX SLCt_tZ
OOT STO POSIND
SXD SVX2t2
AL 2 LXA DX, 1
LXA DXt4
LXD SVX2_2
CLA POSIND
TM I RAT2
REM
RATIO TXI CLAXtIt**
CLAX CLS XPLTC
rEST TNX ADBIJF II yJ*
CL S XYPL IC
ADBUF SLW* BluFf
TNX SDX,4,1
RAT2 TXI *+I,l,**
CLA XPLTC+I
TES2 TNX ADBtI_**
CLA XYPLTC+I
ADB STAr bLFI
TXI **l,2t- I
FLI'ST TXH TlXtZ_e_
SXD TS_t
TSX TRWt 4
PZE *t_2,C
LXD TS4_
BUFf
GC BACK F_R FULL PEN DELAY
SAVE CURRENT STORE CDJNT
LEAD INDEX i AND 4 WITH D_(
LGAD INCEX I ANC 4 WITH DX
LAED STERE CCUNT INTO X2
PICK UP STERE PCSITION INDICATOR
TRANSFER FOR SECOND WORD HALF STORE
NA=NA+NR IN FLOW CHART
PICK UP X PLCT CHARACTER IN DECREMENT
TRANSFER IF NA LESS NT ELSE NA=NA-NT
NA EXCEEDED NT PICK UP X-Y PLOT CHAR.
STERE UPPER WERC_CLEAR LOaERLDT CHAR.
TRAI_SFER IF CCUNT EXI_AJSTED
NA=NA+ NR
PICK UP X PLCT CHARACTER IN LDaER HAL
TRANSFER IF NA LESS NT ELSE NA=NA-NTL
NA EXCEEDED NT PICK UP X-Y PLOT CHARL
STERE LOWER HALF CF WORD L
CHANGE STERE COUNT L
TRANSFER AS LONG AS EJFER NOT FULL
SAVE INCREMENT COUNT WHILE WRITING TA
TRANSFER TC TAPE WRITE X2 IS -COUN_TA
LECATIC_ CF CURRENT PJFER
LEAD INCREMENT COUNT AFTER WRITING TA
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• MAP LISTIRG CF DECK PLET6
TIX TIX RAIIO,4jI
REM
SDX SXD SVX2e2
STO PC)SIND
CLA EPE
TPL EXI I
STZ PENX
STZ PENY
LXD SVX2,2
CLA POSIND
TPL * +2
TXl *+1,2,-1
TSX TRW_ 4
BUF3 PZE **,C_C
CLA N
ADD ONE
STA N
LXA L36,4
CLA FOURS
STO At_S
LDQ N
L36 PXD 3_.,C
DVP TEN
STQ YPL TC
LRS 2
ALS 4
TRANSFER BACK UNTIL ALL INCREMENTS
SAVE INDEX FOR NEXT PASS I HRDJ LOOP
SETUP STERE POSITION INDICATOR
PICK UP END CF PICTURE INDICATOR
TRANSFER IF NET END CF PICTLJRE
SET NEW REFERENCE POINT(X).
SET MEW REFERENCE POINT(Y).
PICK UP STERE COUNT FOR TAPE _RITE
PICK UP STERE PCITION INDICATOR
SKIP IF UPPER WORD STORE
CHANGE STERE COUNT FOR END PLOT CODE
TRAI_SFER TE TAPE WRITE
PICK UP LAST BLOCK NUMBER.
INCREIUERT BLOCK NUMBER
SA_E hEW BLCCK ADDRESS NJMBER
SET INDEX FOR BLOCK ADDRESS COMPUTE
PICK UP t_CO WCRD OF ALL FOURS
INITIALIZE BLOCK ADDRESS CELL
PICK UP BLECK NO. FOR DI41SION
CLEAR ACCUM.
DIVIDE flY TEN
SAVE CUCTIENT FCR NEXT DIV IS ION
SHIFT 2 BITS CF REMAINDER INTO MQ
II_SERT 4 ZERC BITS BETWEEN 8,4 AND 2,
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MAP LISTING CF DECK PLi_T6
LLS 3Et4
ORA ABS
STO AB S
LDQ YPL IC
TIX L36t4112
BAXIT AXT-(_2
TSX TRW_ 4
BIO PZE SIARIICt7
TSX TRWt_
NIO PZE FOURS_C_3
REM
EXIT RETURN PLO1
REM
TRW SXA X_2 _
SXA KXK ,l
CLA ENPL T
STO* _UF L
CLA It
STA IO
TXI *÷It 2,-2
PXD 0_2
COM
STD I0
RERK TSX S.IOOP _6
IOWBP IO
MZE LNI I
SHIFT 2 BITS BACK AND INrO CORRECT PO
PUT FUNNY 2 CHANNEL BITS INTO
BLCCK ADDRESS
PICK UP _UCTIENT TO GET NEXT ORDEROF
CHANGE SHIFT COUNT AND GO BACK FOR NE
SET INDEX TC TAPE WRITE COUNT
TRANSFER TC TAPE WRITE
BLCCK ADDRES TAPE WRITE DATA
TRANSFER TC TAPE WRITE
NO INFDRPATI{N RECORD DATA
SAVE INDEX FCR RETURN
SAVE I kCEX FCR RETURN
PICK UP EnD PLOT CODE
STCRE AT END CF PLOT DATA IN BJFER
PICK UP LCCATION OF CJRRENT BJFER
SET UP RCHA INSTRUCTION DATA
BUMP STERE CCUNTBY TWO FOR CORRECT
PLACE NEGATIVE COUNT INTO DECREMENT
GET PCSITIVE COUNT
PUT CCUhT IN TAPE DATA CELL
WRITE PLCT RECORD ON TAPE
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MAP LISTII_G CF DECK PLI_T6
SPEC
ENDRL
PZE SPEC, C ,SPEC
NOP
CLA BLF l
LDQ BE-F2
STO BEF2
STQ BtFI
STQ BbF3
STQ B LF4
REM
_.LA c Ecru
ANA KSAM
TNZ ENDRL
AXT -3,2
SXD S_X2,2
STZ POSINO
AXT **,4
AXT ** , I
TRA 2,4
CLA ABS
LDQ K_ c,
STO K_ c
SIC_ A_S
AXT 7,4
CLA SIARI+_,4
STO BLFF+e,4
TIX *-2,4,1
REVERSE bUFERS
REVERSE BUFERS
REVERSE BUFERS
REVERSE 8UFERS
REVERSE 8UFERS
RE VERSE BUFERS
PICK UP WCRD FOR END OF REEL TEST
MASK EFF ALL EXCEPT EOT TEST BIT
IF I_CT Z_RE WE HIT END OF REEL
RESTCRE STERE INDEX
SEI UP I I_CEX FOR NEXT PLOT ENTRY
RE STERE IKDEX 4
RESTERE lhOEX I
RETURI_ TC BASIC PLOT RO_JTINE
LEAD 999 l h BLOCK ACCRESS
SAVE CURREI_T BLCCK ACDRESS
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NAP LISTING CF DECa( PLETb
THIS
HIS
WNT
NET
TSX
IOWBS
MZE
PZE
TSX
TO SKP
MZE
PZE
LOO
CLA
STO
STQ
TSX
IOW8 S
MZE
PZE
TSX
I0 SKP
MZE
PZE
CLA
LDQ
STO
STQ
IRA
REM
S. lOOP ,4
CONS, C
_NI I
THI _._CtlHIS
S.IDOP,4
RWNDtC
S_I 1CH
HIStCtHI S
UNI l
SWI ICH
UNI 1
SWI ICH
S. IOOP ,4
BEGN, C
_N I I
WNI ,C, _NT
S.IOOP,4
LWND, C
SWI ICH
NET,C,NET
A_S
KS_c
K_
ABS
X_2-3
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WRITE BLCCK ADDRESS 999 ON OJTPUT
REEL AND WAIT UNTIL FINISHED
WRITING TAPE
TRANSFER TC SYSTEM TO REaIND
AND READY NEXT REEL
PERFCRM REEL SWITCHING
BETWEEN UNITS C3 AND C2
WRITE BLCCK ADDRESS OF 999
AT BEGIhhIhG OF NEW TAPE
TRANSFER TC SYSTEM TC RE,JIND AND
UNLCAD FULL REEL
RETURN CURRENT BLOCK ACDRESS
RL:TURh ffLECK ADDRESS 999
MAP LISTING CF DECK PL{]T6
REM
REM
REM
REM
PENUP TPL AL2
AXT It4
LDQ PNUP
TXI RIRN tC_t*
SC SXD EPE_4
TIX BS_gt4tlC
CLA LX
FSB XOFF
FDP XFAC I
STQ LX
REM
CLA LY
FSB YUFF
FDP YFAC T
ST_ L Y
REM
X4 TXI R SCt C,**
REM
B999 CLA Kc_
STO A_S
TSX S.IOOP,4
IUWBS CON_,C
WRIIE CI_ LINE MESSAGE
TRANSFER IF PEN IS ALREADY UP.
THIS IS Pvh UP DELAY COUNT.
PICK UP PEI_ UP MOVE CHARACTER
GC BACK FCR STORING PEN JP CODES.
SAVE INDEX FCR PEN MOT ION
TRANSFER IF GREATER THAN 3 FOR BLDCK
PICK X VALUE TO BE SCALED
SUBTRACT XCFFSET (XMIN)
DIVIDE BY SCALE FACTGR (DX)
SAVE FER IrwCREMENT CALCULATION
PICK Y VALUE TO BE SCALED
SUBTRACT Y EFFSET (YMIN)
DIVIDE BY SCALE FACTOR (DY)
SAVE FCR I_CREMENT CALCULATIO_
GG BACK IG MAIN PROBLEM FLOW
PICK UP 8LCCK ACDRESS NUMBER
PI_I I#_TC BLCCK ADDRESS
_RITE BLCCK A[_DRESS 999 ON TAPE
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MAP LISTING I_F DECK PLET6
OUT
MZE
PZE
CLA
STO
TR,A
UNI 1
OLT,OtOILT
KEEP
ABS
EXII
K999 BCI [, 656565
U_ IT PZE C
SW ITCH PZE C
10 PZE t*, C,**
CONS PZE BLFF,C,7
BSS
BUFF BSS 12
KSAM OCT CC2CCCCCOCO0
UWND MZE C,C,-I
RWND PZE C,C,-I
BEGN PZE 51ARI,C,II
KEEP BC I 1,4_4_5
KO_IK OCT CCICCCCCCCO0
XUFF PZE C
XFACT DEC l.C
YDFF PZE (_
YFACT DEC I.C
KIO0 OkC 2CC.C
RESET BLCCK ADDRESS TO I
BLCCK CENSTANT FOR 570 (999)
ADDRESS EF PRIMARY OUTPUT UNIT
ADDRESS EF SECONDARY OUTPJT J_IT
I C CONTROL WCRD
MASK FOR ECT BIT
CEhTRCL WCRD FOR REWIND AND JNLOAD
CCt_TRCL WCRD FOR REWIND ONLY
BLCCK ACDRESS (I)
X SCALE EFFSET
X SCALE FACTCR
Y SCALE CFFSET
Y SCALE FACTOR
RECIPRICAL CF PLOTTER RESOLUTION.
REM CHANGE KICC TO DEC 200.0 FCR CALCCMP 501,554,566 PLOTrERS.
REM CHANGE KICC TO DEC 254°0 FCR CALCLMP 536,507 PLOTTERS
REM CHANGE KICC IG DtC 100.0 FCR CALCEMP 5631565 PLOTTERS.
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MAP LISTING CF DECK PLCT6
AAA PZE BLFF2
BBB PZE BLFFI,C,B CFF2
BSS I
BUFFI BSS 5C2
BUFF2 BSS 5CI
PENX PZE 0
PENY PZE 0
PNDW BCI 1,6_7_6]
PNUP BCI 1,665(_
F_;PLT _3C! !:_&14CC
START BCI 3,444444444433333331
ABS BCI 1,44444_
BCI 2, 133333334444
FCJURS GCI 2,444444444444
DAD GCI 3,444444444433333332
XYPLTC OCT 74CCCC.CCCCCC
OCT 036GCCCCCCCC
×PLTC OCT 74COCCCCCCCC
OCT OCITCCCCCCCC
YPLTC OCT 03CCCCCCCCCC
FKF OCT 223CCCCCCCCC
PO05 OCT 2324CCCCCCCI
MASK PZE -IyC,C
D× PZE O
I]Y P Z _- G
EPt PZ_ 0
CURRENT PEN X
CURRENT PEN Y
570 PEN DCWN CHARACTER
.570 PEN UP CHARACTER
510 END PLCT CODE
570 STAR[ PLCT GR BLCCK RECORD
BLCCK ADDRESS AND ABSOLLJTE D_(
FCR USE IN CCMPUTING BLOCK ADDRESS
MERE CCI_TRCL CHARACTER DATA
PCSITI{CIX TABLE FOR STORING PACK I_CR.
CChDENSEL) PLCTTING CHARACTERS.
PGSIIICN [ABLE FOR STORING CONDENSED
TtiIS TAH.LE IS 6 WORDS LONG
PLCT CHARACTER.
FLCATING CCNVERSION CONSTANT
FLCATING TE FIX AND ROJND CONSTANT
IVASK FCR FLCAT TO FIX
DELTA X VALUt-
DELTA Y VALUIz
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NAP LISTING OF DECK PLCT6
PZP PZE 0
ONE PZE l
N PZE 1
TEN PZE IC
PMOVE PZE 0
LX PZE (]
LY PZE 0
SVX2 PZE C
TS4 PZE C
BUF2 PZE **,2,C
PX BCI I,TC_CCC
PY BCI I,C7CCCC
MX BCI 1,5C6CGC
MY BCI I,GSCCCC
XNOP BCI 1,6C6CCC
Y_OP BCI 1,G6CCCC
POSIND PZE 0
END
B LCCK ADDRESS NUMBER.
COI_STANT FCR USE IN BLOCK COMPUTE
TEMPORARY STORE FOR PEN MOVE CODE
STCRI-AGE FOR NEW X VALUE
STCREAGE FOR NEW Y VALUE
X PLCT CHARACTERS
PLUS Y PLGT CHARACTER
X PLCT CHARACTERS
MI_US Y PLCT CHARACTER
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MAP LISTII_G OF DECK SYMBOL
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
EN TRY SYMBOL
EXTERN COS,PLOT, SIN
REM
REM FORTRAN LINKAGE
REM CALL SYMBOL|X,Y_SIZE,BCDtTHETAtM)
REM
REM SOS TSX SYMBOL,4
PZE X
PZE Y
PZE SIZE
P ZE BCD
P ZE !HE IA
PZE N
REM WHERE X AND Y ARE THE PAGE CCGRCIhATES CF THE
REM LOWER LEFI CORNER OF IHE FIRST CHARACTER.
REM SIZE IS TH_ DESIRED LETTER HtIGHT. BCD IS THE
REM LOCATION (iF ALPHA-NLMBkRIC lhFC. THETA IS rilE
REM ANGLE OF LklTERING _ITH RESPECT TC X AXIS.
REM N IS IHE NLMBER OF CHARACTERS TC BE _RAWN.
REM X,Y, SIZE,IHEIA ARE FLOATIEG PC_I_T _CS. THErA IS DEGREES
REM BCD IS BCD Ai_D N IS FIXED AT A 81kARY OF 17.
REM SIZE MAY B_ NEGATIVe. IHIS I_DICAIES THE BCD
REM INFO IS SIACKFD _ACKWARD A_D VICE-VERSA.
REM N MAY BE NEGATIVE. IHIS M_AkS BCU IkFC IS A
REM FIXED POINT NLMBER AT A BINARY IF L1 AND
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MAP LISTING OF DECK SYMBCL
REM IS A SPI:CIAL SYMBOL. FCR SPECIAL SYMBCLS N MAY BE-I OR-2.
REM -2 INDICAIES A LINE IS IO BE DRAWN FROM CURRENT LOCATION
REM TO POSIIION (X,Y) IN LINKAGE.
REM
SYMBOL SAVE 1,2,4
BACK
REM
CLA COM
SID VAR
REM
REM
CLA*
TNZ
TM I
STO XC
REM
CLA*
TNZ
TM[
STO YC
REM
CLA* E,4
TMI Oll
LXA FWD,2
SXD FF,2
FDP F7
ST{Q FACT
3,4
**2
*+2
4,4
*+2
*÷2
SEI UP VARIABLE INSTRLJCTION
SKIP NEX[ INSTRUCTION IF NO ZERO
REIAIN CURRENT COORD IF ARGUMENT -O
SKIP NEXT INSTRUCTION IF NO ZERO
RETAIN CURREkT COORD IF ARGJMENT -O
SET INDEX FOR FWD STACK DATA
DIVIDE HEIGHT BY 7
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MAP LISTING GF DECK SYMBCL
ZERO
LRTN
RTN
TH
REM
CLA 6,4
STA LOC
REM
CLA ?,4
STA Th
REM
CLA* 8,4
ST(] XXK
PAX O, ].
LXA _6N, 2
CLA L3
STO VL
REM
LDQ **
FMP CONSI
STO INCC
CALL SINI INCC)
LRS 3-£
FMP FAC l
STO [NC S
CALL COS(INCC)
LRS 3_
FMP FACT
STO I_CC
PICK UP LCC. CF BCD INFO.
PICK UP LCC. CF THETA
SEI UP SPECIAL CHARACTER INDICATOR
TRANSFER FCR SPECIAL CHARS.
II_DEXI=I_UIVSER OF CHARS.
SI_T X2 TC PICK UP FIRST BCD CHAR.
LIhKAGE SET UP FOR PEN UP
SFT UP VARIABLE LINKAGE
PICK UP TkIETAIDEGREES)
SAVE THETA(RADI ANS)
CCI_PUIE 31N THETA
SAVE FACICR * SIN THETA
CCMPUTE CCS THETA
FACTCR D CCS THETA
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IMAP LISTING OF OECI( SYMBCL
REM
LDQ INCC
FMP FE
STO XI
LDQ INCS
FMP F_
STO YI
REM
LXA ZERO,4
LDC LDQ **,4
LGL 42,2
VAR TXI *_I,C,C
ANA 63835
COM
SXD Ix, I
REE_IT SXD 2X,2
SXD CUM, 4
REM
FWD PAX - I, I
CLA TABLE- I,I
STA DLOC
STA OLOC
ARS 6
63835 POX 63, I
ARS 12
ANA E3635
COMPUTE THE LENGTH BETWEENCHARS.
SIX TIMES FACTOR (HEIGHT/7)
CHANGE I h X
CHANGE I N Y
6CHAR. PICK UP REGISTER
PICK UP 0 CHARACTERS.
SHIFT CHARS.
NCP FOR NCRPAL CHAR.
GET SINGLE 6 BIT CHAR.
SKI PED FER SPECIAL CHAR.
SAVE INDEX R_GISTERS
FOR NEXT TIME THRU.
PICK LCC CF CFFSET DATA
PICK UP SHIFT CCUNT
SAVE ENLY GFFSET COUNT
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" MAP LISTII4G CF DECK SYPBCL
DLOC
7B35
,,C4
STO NO
TZE CLAP
CLA XXK
TPL DLOC- 1
REM
CLA INCS
FSB INCC
ACL TWICE
FAD XC
_fFl X C
CL S INCC
FSB INCS
ACL TWICE
FAD YC
ST{3 YC
LXA ZEROt2
LDQ **t 2
REM
LGL 3_, i
ANA ?B35
PAX 7,_
REM
.TXL *-_3_ 4,E
CLA L3
IX] SID, Ct**
REM
TEST FCR SPECIAL CHAR.
TRAI_SFEB Ch NERMAL CHAR.
CCRRESPCNDS TC CENTER
INITIAL SETTING FOR PICKJP OFFSET
PIC CFFSET DATA
SHIFT CFFSET CHaR INTO ACCLJM
SAVE Cf_LY 3 BITS FOR X
X4=X EFFSET CCUhT
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MAP LISIING CF DECK SYMBCL
EN
OLOC
25N
NEJ
CLA X6
STO XX
CLA YC
STU YY
REM
TXL OLOC,_,C
REM
CLA XX
FAD INCC
STO XX
CLA YY
FAD INCS
STO YY
TIX EN,4, I
RQM
LDQ **,2
LGL 42, I
A;_IA 7635
PAX 6,4
TXL J J-;_,4, C
REM
CLA YY
FAO Ia_CC
STO YY
CLA XX
FSB INCS
PICK UP XO FGR USE IN
C_MPUTII_G INTERMEDIATEX
SAME FER YO.
SKIP X CALCUCATION IF 0
COS CCMPCNENT OF OFFSET
$11_ CE,/vPChENT OF OFFSET
PICK UP CFFSET CATA
SAVE CNLY 3 BITS FOR X
SKIP IF l_l_ Y CFFSET COUNT
ADD CCS CCPPCRENT TO
Y VA LUE
ADD SIR CCIvP_ENT TO
X VALUE
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MAP LISTIhG GF DECK SYMBCL
J EN
STD
CLAP
STO XX
TIX NEJ,_,I
REM
CALL PLOIIXX,_,VL)
REM
CLA L2
ST[3 VL
REM
CLA NO
_u_ uNE
TZ E CLAP
STO NO
TIX DLOC, 1, _
LXA 36N, 1
TXI DLOC, 2,-I
REM
CLA L3
STO VL
CLA XC
FAD Xl
STO XC
CLA YC
FAD YI
STO YC
I,_EM
LXO IX, I
CALL PLCT RCUTINE TO MOVE TO COMPJTED
RESET LIhKAGE T_
LC_ER PEI_
PICK UP CFFSET COUNT
-n-ECRFNF_I BY ENE
EXIT WHEN FULFILLED
DECREMENT SHIFT COUNT BY 6
RESET SHIFT CCUNT TO 36
MGvE TO NEXT CFFSET WORD
RESET LINKAGE TC LIFT PEN
CALCULATE X AND Y FOR
NEXT CHARACTER IN SERIES
R_LSET IhOEX REGISTERS
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MAP LISTING CF DECK SYMBGL
LXD 2X,2
LXD COMv_
REM
TIX *+312,6
REM
LXA 3ENt2
FF TXI *÷I,4,**
TXL bXIl,l,l
TXl LOCi I,- I
REM
EX IT RETURN SYMBUL
REM
OUT SSP
LXA Oi_E, 2
Xl TXI 6ACK,Ct**
REM
SPECL CLA* 3,4
STO XC
CLA* 4t4
STO YC
LXA ONE, 1
LXA 25N, 2
LD(Q FACT
FMP F 7TH
STO FAC T
CLA lX
FOR NEXT CHARACTER
Pl CK UP.
CHANGE SHIFT COUNT FOR NEa CHAR.
RESET NEW CHARACTER SHIFT
MOVE TC N_XT BCD WORD
END CF SIRING OF CHARS.
GC VACK FCR ANOTHER CHAR.
RESTCRE INDEX REGISTERS
SET HEIGHT PLUS
SFIX2 FCR BKWD STACK DATA
RETURN
CCbhT=I
Ski CHIFI CCUNT TO PICK JP DICR.
RECCMFUTL FACTOR
F AC TCR:HE IGHT/4
(ADD SPECIAL CHARACTER HANDLING)
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NAP LISTING CF DECK SYMBCL
ST[3 VAR
LXA XXK_4
TXL LRTN,4,1
CLA L2
X2 TXI R IN_C_**
REM
F7 DEC 7. C
FTTH DEC 1.75
CONST DEC 0.C174533
FACT PZ E 0
INCC PZE 0
PZE 0
PZE 0
PZE 0
TXI VAR+I, C,**
TXI M[JRE _ C,**
SXD IXt I
PAX Ot I
TXL REENT,[,I_
STZ X XK
TXL REENI_I_25
TXI 36N, I,-26
36N PXA 36, I
LXO IX, l
TXI VAR÷ I_C_**
REM
INCS
XO
YO
COM
IX
MORE
2X
PICK UP N VALUE FOR PEN LIFT DECISIO
IF h=-I SET PEN TO LIFT
N=-ZSET PEN TC LOWER.
RE TURI_
F ACT [IR:Hi£ IGHTI7 .D
FACTCR:HE IGHTI_.D
3. 141611800.0
LETTizR FACTCR
FACTCR * CCS THETA
FACTER * SIN THETA
X CCCROI_ATE CF FIRST CHAR.
YCCCRDII_ATE GF FIRST CHAR.
VARIABLE INSTRUCTION NORMAL
VARIABLE INSTRUCTION SPECIAL
PICK UP NUMBER FOR SPECIAL
IF GREAIF_R TH/_N THE TOTAL
SET X CELL ECUAL PLUS
IF GREATLR THAN THE TOTAL
NbPEIER CF SPECIAL CHARACrERS
THEN REEUCE EY 17 ANB
GO I_TC HCLLERITH TAELE
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MAP LISTING CIF DECK SYNBCL
VL
TW ICE
L3
L2
ONE
NO
XXK
XX
YY
XT
YT
F6
PZE 0_Ct**
OCT OCICCCCCCC"CC
PZE 3
PZE 2
PZE l
PZE 0
PZE O
PZE C
PZE 0
PZE O
PZE 0
DEC 6 .C
PZE PMItC,11EC
PZE M INUS,C_77E
PZE ASTtC_I53S
PZE GF(, C, _74
PZE PER,C,23£E
PZE AR,C,IIS?
PZE M INUS,C, IS2e
PZE N I,C,I_25
PZE T,C, 773
PZE VECIDR,C,7 IC
PZE VLCTOK,C, Ib38
PZE S15, C,IE42
PZE $4,C,_72
PZE S13,C,I_42
CChSTANI FCR SPECIAL CHARACTER IND.
-26
-25
-24
-23
-22
-21
-20
-19
-I_
-I 71
-IG-
-15-
-14
-13
PLUS CR MINUS
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MAP LISTIhG GF DECK SYMBCL
TABLE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZ_
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
PZE
$4, O, ICJ33
S II, O, IcJ34
SIC, C, IcJ2]
$5,C,2312
SE, C, 1926
S-i,C,2311
S(_, C, 2311
$5,0, I_27
S'% (],I¢J27
$3_C,1542
S2,(_, I164
SI,C,1544
O,C, 1545
NI, C,IIS?
N2,C,IE44
N3,C,154S
N4,C,IS29
NS, C, 3(;3
N_,C,1547
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MAP LISTING OF DECK SYMBCL
PZE GR,C,7-/1
PZE AP,C,I541
PZE PLUS, C,_73
PZE A,C,2314
PZE 0+I,0, I_32
PZE OtG, 154_
PZE D,C,3_I
PZE L,O, Iq27
PZE L,C,I_42
PZE G,G, I164
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PZV_. M,C, 23CI
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PZE WtC, I15S
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I I S(,,;UARE RGC,T
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37 GRCUP MARK
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41
42
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44
45
46
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" MAP LISIIhG CF DECKSYMBCL
O
PZE O,C,1547
PZE W,0,1162
PZE N7,C,_7_
PZE N7+I,C,3_5
PZE ASIwC,?7_
PZE N2+I,C, 154C
PZE COLON,C,1548
PZE DLtCtT_2
PZE O,C,C
PZE SLA SH,C,23C6
PZE S,(]_ 1164
PZE T,C,154C
PZE UtC_ IISE
PZE X_C_ 7_I
PZE WtC, 23C_
PZE X, C, 23Cc_
PZE YpCt 15_1
PZe Ht 0r 3cj2
PZE RMtCt Ic30
PZE DOT, C, 1542
PZE LP,C,II56
PZE GA,C,1543
PZE X,C,llb4
PZE LM,C,1550
OCT 2_474_3iI_C6
OCT 011C36414_C
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57 DELTA
6O
61
6Z
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65
66
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71
72 RECCRD MARK
7_
74
7.5 GAMMA
76 REVERSE SLASH
77 LAZY GREUP MARK
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MAP LISTIfiG (IF DECK SYMBCL
i'_1 OCT 22273_X6272C
N2 OCT 1C30G6173746
OCT 44CICC4C47C7
L OCT 0C4CCCC747C7
N3 OCT G434G_173746
OCT 4_3414344341
OCT 3CIC01(3314C5
N7 OCT 0_C7474_212C
OCT 1811217C2227
OCT 2C7(]G2324334
S OCT 14C516463717
_16 OCT 06GSI_3443QI
D OCT 3CICCIC61-/37
OCT 4L413CCCC-_37
OCT 46453_C43_43
PER OCT 414C3C3141 IG
SLASH OCT GC477ClTleC_
RP
LP
N4
U
T
Y
X
W
OCT C71726211C3C
OCT 2C2711372621
OCT 3C373C2C4C3C
DCT 3242C2C _GIIC
OCT 3C4147C_ZIZC
OCT I1312C2_C7Z5
OCT 47CC7C4CC72C
OCT 4_4C24CCC_37
DCT 4t4534C43443
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- MAP LISIII_G OF DECK SYMBCL
M
N
H
N5
G
N9
AST
PLUS •
M INUS
A
GR
LE
CDLB_I
DO T
_UESI
AR
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
OCT
OCT
OCI
OCT
OC [
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCI
UCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OC T
OCI
4C4723CICC7C
4C25C3474CC7
CCC704444]QC
0C2414342447
070434434130
IC010_173746
?C_53443313
040_17314_41
3ClCC12_41C5
2345C1232125
230343]04505
7CC1417{3_I0
CCC3434C3717
0_0343400244
0_7001417042
044624141525
2470211112_2
2110112120LC
70222_3445_6
37170_.C__43_4
32432L2404(.C
4C4424222414
0301 IC3C4143
34242224C141
2422420,_2220
2422440(2204
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MAP LISTING CF DECK S¥1_BCL
S8
$6
S7
$9
SIO
SII
S13
S15
VECT0_
AP
RM
LM
DL
GA
PMI
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OC T
OCT
OCT
REM
END
4C22CG44C440
2224C22C4224
222G24C24224
22449444CC4C
0C22C4224422
2C22443 313(_4
1311CC11314C
31332244C44G
0C221G3(:5CC4
6410226_2226
2527G2132[27
472C2111312I
251535252623
1333(]3131411
I__3334313353
54_[5363C125
41CIGSI625ZI
253645G1417C
222624C444CC
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NOTE: The subroutines LINES, AXIS, NUMBER, PLOT6, and
SYMBOL were wri£ten originally by CAL-COMP. These
routines were modified by Brown Engineering to their
present form.
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APPENDIX B
GRAPHS OF REPRESENTATIVE
ABORT FLIGHT CORRIDORS
Graphs of 15 representative abort flight corridors are presented
to show the effect of each variable on the abort flight corridor. Both
ascent and descent abort flight corridors are presented for completeness.
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